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Highlights to Think About From This Month’s Reading
1a. Production Delay

July 1

We apologize for the setback between April and June and thank you for your patience. There was
more work and challenge than was anticipated in preparing the introduction and commentary for the Song
of Solomon. It required more groundwork than is typical for most scriptural books, given our infrequent
treatment of the Song in the past and the diversity of ideas about how to understand it in both an overall
sense and in its particulars. This will become clearer in the readings.

1b. Note on Length

July 1 Cont’d

One objective in the Bible Reading Program has been to comment on issues raised in verses that will
catch readers up short—where the typical person would ask, “What does that mean?” Of course, there is
not time or space to comment on every such matter. But generally such issues are, in the main, dealt with
in the program’s comments. In the Song of Solomon, however, obscurity pervades nearly every aspect of
it—thus requiring extensive treatment in a proper examination. Early on, as the program’s material on the
Song grew longer, serious consideration was given to just having scriptural readings with relatively little
comment—for the sake of time and resources. Yet in the end, greater weight was placed on readers better
comprehending the Song and understanding the interpretive issues surrounding it.
In the future we may pare down the Bible Reading Program’s comments on the Song of Solomon,
making much of what you read here, particularly in the introduction, supplementary material. Yet for
now, especially given recent breaks in our reading, we are including the full commentary in the
program—spread out over enough days to read it all (3-4 pages per day through the month). This is
also intended to help clear away any prejudices and misconceptions that have developed around the book
due to the numerous ideas that have been put forward as to how to understand it. It is best to appreciate
fully the difficulties in interpreting the Song before standing behind a particular explanation.

1c. Introduction to the Song of Solomon (No assigned verses)

July 1 Cont’d

Having completed our reading of the songs of the book of Psalms, we turn now to another song
within the Writings division of the Old Testament—a rather obscure yet beautiful love song known as the
Song of Songs or the Song of Solomon. In the arrangement of the Hebrew Bible, this is the fourth book of
the Writings, following Psalms, Proverbs and Job. It is the first of the series of five books known as the
Megilloth (“Scrolls”)—denoting the festival scrolls (the others being Ruth, Lamentations, Ecclesiastes
and Esther). As such, the Song of Songs was read during the Passover season, eventually fixed in Jewish
liturgy to the Last Day of Unleavened Bread. This association may have arisen from the springtime
setting of the Song and perhaps something deeper, as Jewish interpreters read it as a historical allegory
beginning with the Exodus and ending with the coming of the Messiah, as we will later examine.
Almost immediately, the Song of Solomon turns conventional expectation of scripture reading as
staid, religious musing right on its ear, opening after the title in verse 1 with the words “Let him kiss me
with the kisses of his mouth” (verse 2). Is this the Bible or a romance novel? The Song is certainly
different from other biblical books. And the surprises keep coming. The early Catholic theologians
“Origin and Jerome tell us that the Jews forbade it to be read by any until he was thirty years old”
(Jamieson, Fausset & Brown’s Commentary, introduction to the Song of Solomon). For maturity was
deemed necessary to appropriately handle its apparent focus on sexual intimacy. A hint at perceived early
misuse comes from a rebuke by Rabbi Akiva (or Aqiba) around A.D. 100, as recorded in the Tosefta, a
supplement to the Jewish Mishnah or Oral Tradition: “Whoever sings the Song of Songs with tremulous
voice in a banquet hall and (so) treats it as a sort of ditty has no share in the world to come” (Sanhedrin
12:10).
Akiva held the Song in the highest regard. On the notion of a question about its place in the Bible, he
retorted: “God forbid! No man in Israel ever disputed about the Song of Songs, [saying] that it does not
render the hands unclean [i.e., that it is not canonical—referring either to the need for ritual cleansing
before approaching Scripture scrolls or, as some suggest, to the Scripture scrolls themselves being
declared defiling to keep scribes from eating while copying, as crumbs would bring rodent damage]. For
all the ages are not worth the day on which the Song of Songs was given to Israel; for all the Writings are
holy, but the Song of Songs is the Holy of Holies” (Mishnah, Yadayim 3:5, quoted by Roland Murphy,
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The Song of Songs, 1990, Hermeneia Commentaries, p. 6). Why such a lofty view of love poetry,
especially as there is no indisputable reference to God in the book?
This raises the question of the book’s purpose. Why is it in the Bible? That our introduction to it is
much longer than that for other biblical books is not uncommon. As The New International Commentary
on the Old Testament points out: “It is interesting to note the tendency toward length of Song of Songs
commentaries when compared with other books of the Bible. This highlights the importance of the
decisions about genre [i.e., what kind of literature the Song is] in the interpretation of individual passages
as well as the convoluted history of the interpretation of the book” (Tremper Longman III, Song of Songs,
2001, p. 21 footnote).
In many ways the book is an enigma, and interpreters have been all over the map in trying to unravel
it. The 10th-century Jewish sage Saadia wrote: “Know, my brother, that you will find great differences in
interpretation of the Song of Songs. In truth they differ because the Song of Songs resembles locks to
which the keys have been lost” (quoted by Marvin Pope, Song of Songs, 1977, The Anchor Bible, p. 89).
We must be careful to not quickly jump to conclusions as we read the Song—and hold lightly those
opinions about which we cannot be dogmatic.

1d. Title and authorship—Solomon or someone else?

July 1 Cont’d

The names Song of Songs and Song of Solomon are both taken from the first verse of the book,
which is evidently a superscription, such as that appearing before many psalms. In Hebrew it reads: Shir
haShirim asher l’Shelomoh (meaning literally “Song [of] the songs, which [is] of Solomon”). In Hebrew
Bibles the heading of the book is written simply as Shir HaShirim, typically rendered in English as “The
Song of Songs.” The Latin form of this name is Canticum Canticorum, from which derives another
popular name for the book, Canticles (“Songs”). Some see in the name Song of Songs a general
superlative—the best song. Others take it with the rest of verse 1 to mean the best of Solomon’s songs, as
he wrote many others—or Solomon’s favorite song. Or this could just mean “A song of the songs of
Solomon.” Still others see the phrase Song of Songs as signifying a song made up of shorter songs.
The title used in the King James Version and a number of English versions since, probably the most
familiar English title, is the Song of Solomon—also derived from the first verse, as stated above. Though
the book is traditionally ascribed to Solomon on the basis of this verse, there is dispute over the phrase
l’Shelomoh or “of Solomon.” This can mean “by Solomon,” in the sense of authorship, but it could also
signify “about Solomon.” Countering the latter idea is the fact that the Song does not seem to really be
about him—at least primarily. Though he is named in the book seven times symmetrically—twice in the
opening section (1:1, 5), three in the middle (3:7, 9, 11) and twice at the end (8:11-12)—and may be the
male lover in the story (though there is dispute about that, too), the book really revolves around the
female lead, referred to in 6:13 as the Shulamite (sometimes written as Shulamith).
As commentator Tom Gledhill points out: “The first voice that we hear in the Song is that of the girl.
There is a surprising preponderance of her speech in the Song. Athalya Brenner [in The Israelite Woman:
Social Role and Literary Type in Biblical Narrative, 1985, pp. 46-50] has worked out that the female
voices constitute 53% of the text, male voices 34%, the chorus 6%, and headings and dubious cases 7%.
Certainly the girl bares her emotions much more than the boy. She voices her yearnings, her anxieties, her
fears and her delights in a much more colourfully expressive way, and more frequently than her lover
does. She is the one who invites him to intimacy, she is the one who so often takes the initiative. As a
result, a number of commentators speculate on the possibility of the writer…being a woman” (The
Message of the Song of Songs, 1994, The Bible Speaks Today, p. 93). This is possible, though a thoughtful
man intent on portraying the woman’s perspective throughout the story of the Song could have written it,
especially as inspired of God—as every book of Scripture is (2 Timothy 3:16).
It is conceivable that the phrase “of Solomon” means the Song was of Solomon’s court, written by
someone else for the king. Alternatively, it could mean that the Song was among compositions of others
that Solomon compiled as a collector and patron of wisdom poetry—the poet in such case being
necessarily a contemporary of the king, given the mention of Solomon in the Song.
Of course, Solomon himself, blessed as he was with wisdom and insight from God, is certainly a
viable candidate for having written the book. We are elsewhere told that he wrote 1,005 songs and had
extensive knowledge of the natural world (1 Kings 4:32-33), which the author of the Song demonstrates,
referring to 21 species of plants, some from far-flung lands, and 15 species of animals. Furthermore, the
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poet displays a familiarity with royal luxuries, such as exotic spices, gilded work, alabaster, ivory and
jewels, and employs literary styles and motifs from surrounding cultures—particularly Egypt, with which
Solomon had close ties—along with a wide and cosmopolitan vocabulary. The structure of the Song, as
we will see, is complex and ingenious, pointing to a brilliant and remarkably skilled wordsmith.
Among those who accept the biblical testimony of Solomon as a real historical monarch of the 10th
century B.C., rejection of Solomonic authorship typically rests on the grounds of either a supposed late
date for the language of the book or the perceived difficulty of a man who amassed a harem of 1,000
women in defiance of God’s will (1 Kings 11:1-3) waxing eloquent about the joys of monogamous love.
We will consider both these matters in turn.

1e. Date—early or late?

July 1 Cont’d

Regarding a supposed late date for the book, The New American Commentary notes in its
introductory comments on the Song: “Some have dated the book very late on the basis of Persian and
Greek loan words, Aramaic influence, and certain Hebrew forms alleged to be late. An example is the
word for ‘palanquin’ [or ‘carriage,’ appiryon] (3:9), said to be based on a Greek original. The word may
in fact not be Greek but a derivative from ancient [Indian] Sanskrit. The Hebrew word for ‘orchard’ [or
‘park,’ pardes] (4:13) is said to be based on a Persian if not a Greek original [the Persian pairi-daeza or
the Greek paradeisos, from which derives our word ‘paradise’]. Again, however, this approach is
misleading since Sanskrit and Assyrian analogies [i.e., linguistic parallels] have been found” (Dr. Duane
Garrett, 1993). The NIV Archaeological Study Bible adds, “Solomon’s commercial projects (see 1Ki 5;
9:26-28; 10:22) involved numerous international contacts, a possible explanation for the international
vocabulary” (2005, “The Authorship of Ecclesiastes and Song of Songs,” p. 1021).
The New American Commentary continues: “Alternative interpretations of alleged Grecisms [i.e.,
words of Greek origin] are also possible. The vocabulary of frequently sung folk music often changes in
the course of time, and the Song of Songs may also have experienced such revision. If so, its present
vocabulary would provide no reliable information regarding the original date of composition. In addition,
some words once thought to have been borrowed from Greek now appear to have been borrowed by the
Greeks” (pp. 348-349). Regarding editorial revision, the Mishnah says that “Hezekiah and his colleagues
[ca. 700 B.C.] wrote Isaiah, Proverbs, the Song of Songs and Ecclesiastes” (Baba Bathra 15a). With the
exception of Isaiah (the prophet being a colleague of Hezekiah), “wrote” here probably refers to scribal
and editorial work in scriptural compilation and transmission (compare Proverbs 25:1). And editorial
updating of the Song’s text could have been done as late as Ezra during the Persian rule of Judea.
Furthermore, commentator Dr. Lloyd Carr remarks: “The so-called ‘Aramaisms’ in the language do
not necessarily indicate a late date. Aramaic became the common language of the Jews after their return
from Babylon in the sixth century, but the Aramaic language itself was in use at least as early as the ninth
century BC, and probably goes back to the nineteenth century” (The Song of Solomon, 1984, Tyndale Old
Testament Commentaries, p. 19). Moreover, Scripture attests that Aram, or ancient Syria, was absorbed
into David’s empire, which Solomon’s inherited.
In short, “linguistic evidence is not conclusive. Attempts to date the book from vocabulary and
grammar are inherently weak because of our limited knowledge of the history of the Hebrew language….
Assertions about the history and dialects of Hebrew are tentative, to say the least. In addition, the
possibility that the present text of Song of Songs has been revised complicates further the possibility of
dating the text on linguistic grounds” (NAC, pp. 349-350).
Yet there is much to support composition in the time of Solomon. As the NIV Archaeological Study
Bible notes: “It is improbable that both Ecclesiastes and Song of Songs were written during the postexilic
period, when Jerusalem was a poor, backwater town among the nations of the world, by no means awash
in exotic spices and precious stones. The mention of [the city of] Tirzah in parallel with Jerusalem in
Song of Songs 6:4 reflects a period before Tirzah’s selection as the early capital of the northern kingdom
(c. 930 B.C.) [and before it was eclipsed by Samaria as the northern capital in the early ninth century]. In
the tenth century B.C. Tirzah was beautiful and could easily have stood alongside Jerusalem as one of
Israel’s two grand cities. In the post-exilic period, when many claim the Song was written, Tirzah no
longer existed. Also, mention of localities in both the north and south (e.g., Jerusalem, En Gedi, Heshbon,
Carmel, Hermon and Lebanon) suggest that the Song preceded the divided kingdom” (p. 1021).
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Another “issue in discussions of the date of Song of Songs is the similarity between the biblical book
and Egyptian love poetry of ca. 1300-1100 B.C. A number of these poems have been recovered…. These
poems are remarkably like Song of Songs. Common formal elements and common literary
motifs…strongly indicate that the biblical work was written by someone who was familiar with Egyptian
poetry and who lived when the motifs common to both collections were current and appreciated. Indeed,
the Song of Songs is most reasonably interpreted as being in the same genre as the Egyptian poetry. This
again agrees with the supposition of Solomonic authorship since he would have had sufficient knowledge
of Egyptian literature to compose a love song in this style. Members of his court, however, may also have
possessed such knowledge. On the other hand, it is difficult to see how an obscure Jewish songwriter in
the Levant, working almost a millennium after this kind of love poetry was produced in Egypt, could have
written a work of this type” (NAC, p. 350).

1f. The problem of Solomon’s polygamy

July 1 Cont’d

Regarding the undeniable problem of Solomon’s abysmal record in his own love life, this in itself,
though presenting an incongruity, does not preclude him from having written the Song—just as his
flauting of wisdom culminating in his plunge into idolatry does not mean he did not write Proverbs and
Ecclesiastes. Some tackle the problem by attributing the Song to his early years as king—before he was
corrupted through polygamous excess. “The Midrash Rabbah [in its commentary on the Song, dating
from before the mid–ninth century A.D.], for instance, talks of the three main contributions of Solomon—
Song of Songs, Proverbs, and Ecclesiastes—as belonging to three phases of his life, with the explanation
that ‘when a man is young he composes songs; when he grows older he makes sententious remarks; and
when he becomes an old man he speaks of the vanity of things.’ Thus, the Song is thought to be
composed by Solomon in his youth, not only when his sexual energy was high, but also before his
apostasy, which was motivated in large part by illegitimate lust [see 1 Kings 11:1-10]” (Longman, New
International Commentary on the Old Testament, p. 3).
A verse that may speak against such a conclusion is Song 6:8: “There are sixty queens and eighty
concubines.” These are said to praise the woman of the Song (verse 9). Many take this to be a reference to
Solomon’s harem—before it reached its later extent of 700 wives and 300 concubines. If Solomon already
had 140 women when he wrote the Song, then it was well after his descent into debauchery had begun.
The problem is compounded in trying to see a polygamous Solomon as the male lover in the story. Some,
however, contend that the 60 queens and 80 concubines represent women of the courts of surrounding
nations in non-specific terms (60 and 80 being three score and four score respectively, as in the King
James Version)—their praise of the woman of the Song being imagined or occurring during a visit to
Jerusalem. If the women here are not Solomon’s harem, then a composition early in his reign is certainly
possible.
Yet even if the 140 women do represent Solomon’s harem, it could still be that he wrote the Song—
not likely in the midst of his years of depravity (though some think this) but perhaps, as may be the case
with Ecclesiastes, late in life after realizing the worthlessness of life apart from God and His ways. His
hard-knocks schooling in the vanity of polygamy could have helped him to appreciate the value of
committed monogamy—and might even have impelled him to write the Song to mitigate the damage of
his horrible example. Consider the instruction in Ecclesiastes 9:9: “Live joyfully with the wife whom you
love all the days of your vain life which He has given you under the sun, all your days of vanity; for that
is your portion in life, and in the labor which you perform under the sun.” Still, it is hard to imagine that
the Song, as full as it is of youthful vigor and zest for life, was written by Solomon late in his ruined life.
In any case, while interpreting the 140 women to be Solomon’s harem would not rule him out as the
book’s author, it would seem to rule him out from being the ideal lover described in it. Nevertheless, a
common conception is that Solomon, jaded with his harem—most of his marriages being political—at last
for a brief period found true love with a country maiden he married and wrote the Song in celebration in
the same period. There are, however, manifold difficulties with this idea. For starters, it ignores the many
concubines having nothing to do with political alliances, these collected women being meant instead for
physical gratification and as a show of power and prestige. Moreover, it would not have been considered
godly or acceptable to cast away or neglect former legitimate wives to shower love and marital privileges
on a new wife. Why would this be a scriptural example of God-approved love and marriage, which the
Song appears to portray? On top of that, a polygamous setting is contrary to the exclusivity implied in
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Song 2:16 and 6:3, the latter stating, “I am my beloved’s and my beloved is mine.” And furthermore, this
scenario presents the sad spectacle of a naïve bride thinking she is something special, the “only one” (6:9)
and a seal on her husband’s heart bound to him in the jealous commitment of love (8:6), while she pines
away among a vast harem of unhappy wives that grows larger every year. Surely that is not what God
intended to convey in placing this book in the Bible.

2a. A difficult book to comprehend

July 2

This brings us to the issue of how we are to understand the Song of Songs. Let it be said up front that
this is not a simple matter. Indeed, though short, this may well be the most inscrutable book in the entire
Bible. It is hard to know who the characters are, who is speaking (the notes to that regard in modern Bible
versions are not in the original), what is being said (translations are sometimes uncertain), what the plot is
(if there is a plot), how to interpret the book (whether as precise historical narrative or drama, evocative
semi-fictional love poetry, allegorical or typologically prophetic illustration of the relationship between
God and Israel or Christ and the Church, or a combination of such perspectives), and just what the
underlying message of the book is. Let’s consider these issues further.
The Expositor’s Bible Commentary states in its introductory comments on the book: “Several
problems confront the modern reader in the study of the text of the Song of Songs that make certainty in
understanding and interpretation difficult to achieve. One of these is the matter of language. Ancient
Hebrew is a primitive tongue. The syntax is quite different from ours. Verb tenses are different so that
time sequences are more difficult to establish. Word order can raise problems. There is an economy of
language that can be tantalizing. And then it is poetry. There is a succinctness of style that makes it
almost telegraphic. The result is that the text is often more suggestive than delineative, more
impressionistic than really pictorial. Much is left to the imagination of the reader rather than spelled out
for the curious modern, who wants to know the specific meaning of every detail. Added to the preceding
problems is that of vocabulary” (Dr. Dennis Kinlaw, 1990).
Regarding the last item here, Dr. Lloyd Carr (Tyndale Old Testament Commentaries) explains:
“Although the Song is a relatively short book of only 117 verses, it has an unusually large number of
uncommon words. Of the approximately 470 different Hebrew words it contains—a very high number for
such a small book—47 occur only in the Song (some only once) and nowhere else in the Old Testament.
Of the words which do appear in other parts of the Old Testament, 51 occur five times or less, 45 occur
between six and ten times, and an additional 27 between eleven and twenty times, leaving about 300
common words in the Song. There is wide distribution of these [170] less common words. All but
eighteen verses scattered through the Song have at least one of these unusual words; several have six or
seven such words. Fifty verses contain at least one word not used outside the Song, and an additional
twelve verses contain words which occur not more than three times in the whole Old Testament. In other
words, more than one third of the words in the Song occur so infrequently [in the Old Testament] that
there is little context from which accurate meanings can be deduced, and two thirds of the [Song’s] verses
have uncommon words. Hence, many of the proposals made in the various translations and commentaries
are, at best, educated guesses; particularly in the case of those words which are unique to the Song, they
may well be incorrect” (p. 41).
A further difficulty lies in the Song being full of similes and metaphors. As Expositor’s goes on to
explain: “Another problem is that the imagery used was a normal part of a culture that is very different
from our modern world. The scene is pastoral and Middle Eastern. So the references to nature, birds,
animals, spices, perfumes, jewelry, and places are not the normal vocabulary of the modern love story.
The associations that an ancient culture gives to its vocabulary are difficult, if not impossible, for us to
recapture. The list of plants and animals is illustrative: figs, apples, lilies, pomegranates, raisins, wheat,
brambles, nuts, cedar, palms, vines, doves, ravens, ewes, sheep, fawns, gazelles, goats, lions, and
leopards. So is that of spices and perfumes: oils, saffron, myrrh, nard, cinnamon, henna, frankincense, and
aloes. The place names carried connotations some of which are undoubtedly lost to us: Jerusalem,
Damascus, Tirzah, En Gedi, Carmel, Sharon, Gilead, Senir, and Heshbon. We understand the overtones of
‘bedroom,’ but when the lover refers to ‘the clefts of the rock, in the hiding places on the mountainside’
(2:14), to gardens, parks, fields, orchards, vineyards, or valleys, we are aware that the places of
rendezvous were different for lovers in that world than in ours.
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“The terms of endearment cause us problems. The metaphors used are often alien. When the lover
likens his beloved to a mare in the chariot of Pharaoh (1:9), we are surprised. ‘Darling among the
maidens’ (2:2) or even ‘dove’ (2:14; 5:2; 6:9) is understandable, or ‘a rose of Sharon’ (2:1). ‘A garden
locked up’ (4:12), ‘a sealed fountain’ (4:12), ‘a wall’ (8:9-10), ‘a door’ (8:9), ‘beautiful...as Tirzah’ (6:4),
and ‘lovely as Jerusalem’ (6:4) are not our normal metaphors of love. Nor are our heroine’s references to
her lover as ‘an apple tree’ (2:3), ‘a gazelle’ (2:9, 17), ‘a young stag’ (2:9, 17), or ‘a cluster of henna’
(1:14).”
As to who is saying what, Expositor’s continues: “To further complicate matters, it is not always
certain who is speaking. One of the most difficult tasks is to determine who the speaker is in each verse. It
is not even completely clear as to how many speakers there are. Our best clues are grammatical.
Fortunately, pronominal references in Hebrew commonly reflect gender and number. In some cases,
however, the masculine and the feminine forms are the same.” Of course, English translations do not
show all these grammatical distinctions. The King James Version does not note changes in speakers,
which makes it difficult to follow. The New King James Version and many other modern versions do
include notations as to who is supposedly speaking, though they may be in error in some cases.
Regarding the characters themselves, there are major questions as to whether there are two lovers
(the man and the woman), whether these are Solomon and his bride or another couple, or if there are three
principle characters involved in a love triangle, as some maintain (the woman, the man, often seen as a
shepherd, and Solomon as the antagonist trying to woo the woman away from the shepherd). Some even
think completely different couples are represented in different parts of the Song, the idea being that these
segments were originally disconnected poems—an unlikely proposition, as we will see. There is evidently
a female chorus singing as the “daughters of Jerusalem”—some deeming them Solomon’s harem and
others viewing them more generally. And there may be a male chorus as well. We will later examine the
possible characters and consider the pros and cons of the various views.
Expositor’s further notes: “Nor are we fully comfortable with the literary genre of the whole or the
parts. Is Song of Songs a single composition from a common source, or is it a collection of songs that
originally circulated independently? Is there a progression of a story line in the material? Is it a drama?
All these questions affect interpretation. Some of the text seems to be ‘stream of consciousness’ material
where the dialogue takes place as it might in dreamlike material. Or is it all to be taken as actually
occurring in normal consciousness? We do not know enough about Hebrew literature in the second
millennium to answer all these questions dogmatically. For this writer the Song does contain an inherent
unity that causes him to see it as a body of material from a single source. There is a bit of a story line. In
chapter 4 the lover begins to speak of his beloved as his bride. In ten verses (4:8–5:1) he calls her his
bride six different times. This is climaxed in 5:1, which seems clearly to be a euphemistic account of the
physical culmination of the relationship. It seems, furthermore, that much of the material represents the
world of wonder in the imagination of the maiden rather than actual happenings. Thus a time line on the
progress of the relationship is very difficult. But it all fits together to make a whole. The passages starting
at 3:1 and 5:2 may represent dream sequences. No theory answers all the questions.”

2b. Unity and poetic framework of the Song

July 2 Cont’d

As to the question—due to apparent lack of direction and clear storyline—of the Song being a
collection of originally independent songs, this seems most unlikely. Commentators Michael V. Fox (The
Song of Songs and the Ancient Egyptian Love Songs, 1985) and Roland Murphy (Hermeneia
Commentaries) “demonstrate the weakness of arguments that the Song is an anthology and make
compelling cases for the unity of the Song. Fox, for example, points to the high number of repetitious and
associative sequences, as well as to the consistent character portrayal, as evidence for the unity of the
whole. Murphy, similarly, notes the existence of common refrains, common themes, and common words
and phrases” (NAC, p. 375).
To quote commentator Jack Deere in The Bible Knowledge Commentary (with two additions):
“Several arguments speak for the book’s unity: (1) The same characters are seen throughout the book (the
beloved maiden, the lover, and the daughters of Jerusalem). (2) Similar expressions and figures of speech
are used throughout the book. Examples are: love more delightful than wine (1:2; 4:10), fragrant
perfumes (1:3, 12; 3:6; 4:10), the beloved’s cheeks (1:10; 5:13), her eyes like doves (1:15; 4:1), her teeth
like sheep (4:2; 6:6), [she being fairest among women (1:8; 5:9; 6:1),] her charge to the daughters of
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Jerusalem (2:7; 3:5; 8:4), the lover like a gazelle (2:9, 17; 8:14), [him grazing among the lilies (2:16; 4:5;
6:2-3),] Lebanon (3:9; 4:8, 11, 15; 7:4), and numerous references to nature. (3) Hebrew grammatical
peculiarities found only in this book suggest a single author. (4) The progression in the subject matter
points to a single work, not an anthology. As [Deere maintains]…the book moves logically from the
courtship (1:2–3:5) to the wedding night (3:6–5:1) to maturation in marriage (5:2–8:4)” (introduction to
Song of Songs).
Another very strong indicator of the Song being a unified whole is the poetic symmetrical
arrangement pervading it—which surely could not have been overlaid onto independent poems without
such poems being completely rewritten (in which case the whole would still be a singular creation in its
own right).
In discerning this poetic structure, it helps to first understand a key feature of Hebrew poetry: “There
is general agreement that the basic nature of Hebrew, and ancient Near Eastern poetry generally, is what
is termed parallelism and that the main distinguishing feature of this poetry is some regular pattern of
accented syllables in any given pair of lines. Parallelism can be considered as ‘thought rhyme’ rather than
‘word rhyme’. This thought rhyme may involve the repetition of an idea (e.g. Song 2:8b, ‘leaping upon
the mountains,/bounding over the hills’); the reversal or antithesis of an idea in a consecutive line (e.g.
Song 1:6c, ‘they made me keeper of the vineyards;/but my own vineyard I have not kept!’); or the
addition of a derived idea in the second part (e.g., Song 2:6, ‘O that his left hand were under my head,/and
that his right hand embraced me!’). There are many variations on these basic patterns, but the essential
elements are present throughout” (Carr, pp. 36-37).
We should consider particularly here the idea of reverse parallelism and realize that parallelism may
be spread more broadly than in just a pair of lines. As Dr. Craig Glickman states in Solomon’s Song of
Love: “The Song of Songs displays artistic balance and symmetry in the arrangement of its lyrics. The
most common element of the design is a pattern that introduces a series of topics and then reintroduces
those topics in reverse order. The literary term for this pattern is chiasm [named after the Greek letter chi,
or X, representing crossed lines showing correspondence between elements at opposite corners as well as
a central pivot]. Sometimes this pattern appears in short sentences, like…‘Let me see your form; let me
hear your voice; for your voice is pleasing, and your form is lovely’ (2.14). The lyric introduces first
‘form,’ then ‘voice,’ and then in reverse order, ‘voice, form.’ It is an abb′a′ sequence.
“This pattern can also appear in a series of sentences that make up a paragraph, like Shulamith’s
account of rising in the night to find [her lover, whom Glickman believes to be] Solomon (3.1-4). She is
(a) separated from him (3.1); (b) leaves home to find him (3.2); (c) is found by guards (3.3a); (d) asks for
help (3.3b); (c′) finds Solomon (3.4a); (b′) returns home with him (3.4b); and (a′) is reunited with him
(3.4b). This is an abcdc′b′a′ sequence. It is also an example of the pattern with a central point of
emphasis: The d is not repeated. When you compare the corresponding sentences, you see the balance.
She begins separated and ends united with him (aa′). She leaves the house alone but returns with him
(bb′). The guards find her but she finds Solomon (cc′). And at the center of the account is an emotional
peak: ‘Have you seen him whom my soul loves?’ (d).
“The pattern can also govern several units or paragraphs…. Frequently, the first series of topics in
the pattern is about the same length as the corresponding series introduced in reverse order. But
sometimes the lengths are not the same. The subjects are treated more expansively in either the first
introduction of them or in the second treatment of them in reverse order. This balance of topics, but not of
length, is common in ancient literature” (2004, pp. 231-232).
This device can also be seen in the specific lyrics of the Song. Commentator Dr. Robert Alden
“detects not a chiastic structure in the poems of the Song but an arrangement of certain key words and
phrases [spanning the whole song] in a chiastic fashion (see chart on the next page). This pattern
supports the unity of the Song. More importantly, the center of the chiasmus in 4:16–5:1a, which
poetically describes the moment of sexual union between the man and woman, implies that the entire
Song, as it were, revolves around this event” (NAC, p. 375).
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Indeed, it is surely no coincidence that these same two verses also form the center of the Song in a
quantitative sense. Carr points out: “The third major division of the Song comes to a climax with these
two verses. They form the exact middle of the Hebrew text, with 111 lines (60 verses, plus the title, 1:1)
from 1:2 to 4:15, and 111 lines (55 verses) from 5:2 to 8:14. These two verses contain five lines of text,
but they also contain the climax of the thought of the poem. Everything thus far has been moving towards
this consummation. From this point on, everything moves towards the consolidation and confirmation of
what has been pledged here” (p. 127, note on 4:16–5:1).

Chiastic Arrangement of the Song’s Lyrics*
A 1:1-4a “Take me away”
B 1:4b Friends speak
C 1:5-7 “My own vineyard”
D 1:8-14 “Breasts,” “silver,” “we will make”
E 1:15–2:2 “House”
F 2:3-7 “His left arm,” “daughters of Jerusalem [I charge you]…[do not arouse or
awaken love until it] so desires,” “apple [tree],” “love”
G 2:8-13 “Fragrance,” “come my darling,” “blossoming”
H 2:14-15 “Vineyards,” “show me”
I 2:16-17 “My lover is mine [and I am his; he browses among the lilies]”
Ja 3:1-5 “The watchmen found me” [“Daughters of Jerusalem, I charge
you…do not arouse or awaken love until it so desires”]
Jb 3:6-11 Description of carriage, “gold,” “Lebanon,” “daughters of
Jerusalem”
Jc 4:1-7 Description of girl, “Your eyes…hair…teeth”
K 4:8-15 “Myrrh,” “spice,” “honey,” “honeycomb,” “wine,” “milk”
L 4:16 “Into his garden”
L′ 5:1a “Into my garden”
K′ 5:1bc “Myrrh,” “spice,” “honey,” “honeycomb,” “wine,” “milk”
J′a 5:2-9 “The watchmen found me” [“Daughters of Jerusalem, I charge
you…tell him that I am faint with love”]
J′b 5:10–6:1 [Description of lover,] “gold,” “Lebanon,” “daughters of
Jerusalem”
J′c 6:4-[10] Description of girl, “Your eyes…hair…teeth” [segment follows
I′ in actual placement]
I′ 6:2-3 “[I am my lover’s and] my lover is mine [he browses among the
lilies]”
H′ 6:[11]–7:9a “Vines,” “wine,” “that we may gaze on you”
G′ 7:9b-13 “Fragrance,” “come my darling,” “blossom”
F′ 8:1-5 “His left arm,” “daughters of Jerusalem [I charge you]…[do not arouse or
awaken love until it so desires],” “apple [tree],” “love”
E′ 8:6-7 “House”
D′ 8:8-9 “Breasts,” “silver,” “we will build”
C′ 8:10-12 “My own vineyard”
B′ 8:13 “Friends”
A′ 8:14 “Come away”
*From Dr. Robert Alden, reproduced by Dr. Duane Garrett, The New American Commentary: Proverbs,
Ecclesiastes, Song of Songs, 1993, p. 376. Scriptural citations are from the New International Version.
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Indeed, the poetic structure of the Song can aid us in sorting out a possible coherent plotline, even
though we can’t be certain of it in various respects. We will later look at Glickman’s suggested outline of
the Song based on his understanding of the chiastic pattern of themes and circumstances spanning the
entire work. As he is careful to note: “The literary design of the Song should not prevent the reader from
tracing words or themes through all sections, not just those that correspond in the symmetry of the Song.
The parallels in the design simply draw attention to special correspondences and serve to place certain
lyrics and sections in a broader context” (p. 241)—the overall story, for instance. Of course, any storyline
is also necessarily interdependent with who the characters are and who is speaking—as well as the
intended interpretive approach to understanding the Song.

3a. Natural interpretation—romance and marital sexuality in dramatic song

July 3

To discern any sort of storyline in the Song of Songs, it is necessary to begin with the natural reading
of the text—that is, with what it appears to say on the surface. This is also termed a literal reading, but
that might be misleading here because even a natural, straightforward approach recognizes that the Song
is full of metaphors and figurative allusions. For instance, a “garden” is not always a garden. Yet a natural
understanding does not venture into the far-flung realms of allegory, where the whole of what is read
would figuratively illustrate an entirely different matter. It should be acknowledged that the allegorical
approach was the primary interpretive method for this book among Jews and Christians for most of the
past two millennia. Yet even allegorical interpretation requires first comprehending to some degree the
surface story on which the allegory is constructed.
Thus we begin with the natural interpretation. Within the scope of this approach, there are a number
of ways to understand the text, as we will see in following sections. Yet all have at their core the fact that
we are dealing with romantic and erotic love between a man and a woman. And as sexual love is
promoted in the Song, we must understand it in the context of marriage. However, because this is not
explicitly spelled out throughout the Song, a few interpreters argue that the Song speaks approvingly of
sex outside of marriage. As was mentioned earlier, though, the relationship in the Song is described as an
exclusive one (2:16; 6:3; 7:10) and the woman in the Song is six times referred to as spouse or bride in
4:8–5:1. The same interpreters, without foundation, counter that spouse is merely a term of endearment or
point to seemingly sexual encounters before this point in the Song when the lovers might not yet have
been married. Suffice it to say that marriage was an absolute requirement for sexual love in Israelite
society as laid out in the law God gave. We must not read the Song in isolation from everything else we
know about the Hebrew cultural setting and divine instruction. Indeed, the Bible does not contradict itself.
God would not proscribe premarital sex elsewhere and then turn around and include a book that condones
such behavior. As Jesus said, “The Scripture cannot be broken” (John 10:35).
As to how this affects the reading of the book, it is true that there are elements that could be viewed
as erotic in every section of the Song—from beginning to end. Some view nearly every chapter as ending
in a sexual encounter. That may be, in which case all these constitute different episodes in married life.
But what of the chiastic structure revolving around the central sexual encounter in 4:16–5:1? Why is this
event special? It seems to follow a wedding (see 3:6-11, NIV) and so could be the wedding night. Others,
it should be noted however, holding to what is called the shepherd hypothesis (which we will examine
shortly), have a completely different take on this passage, seeing this either as Solomon’s wedding but not
to the woman of the Song or as Solomon’s abduction of the woman of the Song.
In any case, there appears to be at least the rudiments of a story here. There is no underlying
narration. Rather, the story is told through the expressive statements of the characters, which sometimes
contain narrative elements, as they describe things that have happened or are happening. Thus the Song
seems to bear similarities to a drama. Some commentators in classifying the Song as a drama imagine a
play or opera, although there are no stage directions—and there is no evidence for dramatic theatrical
performances in ancient Israel. Consider, moreover, that this would require an actor in some scenes of the
Song to approach an actress intimately or at least verbally direct the attention of an audience to private
areas of her body—both cases seeming rather inappropriate. Of course, the same criticism of the latter
circumstance could perhaps be leveled at the mere vocal singing performance of a man and woman—but
the difficulty seems diminished in voices emerging from a choral ensemble.
A number of commentators today object to the dramatic interpretation because of a perceived lack of
clear act-scene progression. Carr maintains that the Song reveals no progressive storyline: “There are
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various episodes that set up a situation and then resolve it (e.g. 3:1-5), but the overall impression in the
poem is one of the ebb and flow of the relationship and a kind of cyclic repetition of themes and ideas” (p.
23). Yet even in this view each poetic segment is a sort of mini-drama unto itself, though moving along in
flashes of imagery within the dialogue. Furthermore, cyclic repetition is to be expected in a work of
poetry—especially one arranged as a song—even if an overall story is being told.
On that note, we must keep in mind while reading the composition that it is a song. The natural
assumption is that the Song was to be sung—evidently antiphonally between the different parts in order
for it to make any sense. In The New American Commentary, Dr. Duane Garrett says of his treatment of
the text: “I have designated the male part ‘tenor,’ the female part ‘soprano,’ and the chorus simply as
‘chorus.’ The designations ‘tenor’ and ‘soprano’ are obviously arbitrary, but they serve a purpose. They
convey the sense that these are parts of a song and not characters in a play or story. One cannot
understand the Song if one does not recognize that it is lyric poetry and not drama” (note on 1:1).
Garrett’s point about these being parts of a song is well taken. However, that does not preclude them
from also representing characters in a story, as they seem to in the Song. Garrett, though, objects to drama
here because of its constraints of chronological order and transitional story flow. Of lyric poetry, on the
other hand, he remarks, “It does not strictly tell a story or follow chronological sequence but uses a series
of images, some of them almost surreal, in order to create verbal pictures and convey emotional
responses” (footnote on verse 1). Yet a “looser” drama, as it were, could fit with such poetry—as appears
to be the case in the Song of Songs.
There is dramatic sense in the unity and apparent progression of the Song in conveying a story. Yet
the lyrical poetry of the Song must be borne in mind throughout. For even if we accept a historical
interpretation, this does not mean that every element of the Song is strictly historical. For instance, the
refrains in the work may not have been actual statements made at particular intervals in the historical
account. It is possible that they are here only to convey something to the audience. Furthermore, the
words of the characters, since they are set in poetry, should not be taken as quotations of what was
actually said. And even within a generally historical framework, some segments may represent mental
flights of fancy or dreaming rather than actual events (e.g., 3:1-5; 5:2-8).
Let us now proceed to the various natural interpretations.

3b. ● Two-character progression—historical royal love story

July 3 Cont’d

We begin with the idea that Song 3:6–5:1 does represent the wedding of the lovers and their wedding
night. This version of the natural interpretation—understanding there to be two lovers throughout the
Song (in addition to a chorus)—is often referred to as the two-character drama. This is the easiest way to
read the Song given the lack of notations in the Hebrew text as to who is speaking. Besides the few
appearances of the chorus, we mainly go back and forth between a male and female singer based on
gender indications in the grammar and the words used to refer to each other. The woman calls the man
dodi, “my beloved” or “my lover,” while the man calls the woman ra‘yati, “my friend” or “my
companion” (perhaps in the sense of girlfriend, written as “my love” in some versions and possibly
meaning “my dear” or “my darling”).
So for the moment let’s assume two lovers throughout the book and that Song 3:6–5:1 refers to their
wedding and consummation. How is this to be understood in context? There are several possibilities. One
way is to look at the book as following a chronological sequence—wherein the lovers are unmarried prior
to this center section and married following it. On the other hand, the lovers might be married all the way
through the Song, yet be reflecting in the center on the commencement of their marriage. Expanding on
this, there may be other flashbacks to their courtship or engagement in 2:8-17 and perhaps 3:1-5. We will
comment on various possibilities as we proceed through the book.
Dr. Glickman follows a generally chronological approach—and, as mentioned earlier, sees Solomon
as the lover in the story. He has proposed a coherent outline of the Song based on chiastic analysis,
though it is subject to dispute in a number of particulars (see chart on the next page).
Those who accept the version of the two-character story in which Solomon is the lover in the Song
generally understand the Song to be a historical account of Solomon and one of his brides—a royal love
song. This is a common view among conservative interpreters today.
The New Open Bible, in its introduction to the Song of Solomon, lays out the story as it is typically
understood this way (with some alternatives added in brackets): “The Beginning of Love (1:1–5:1): King
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Solomon has a vineyard in the country of the Shulamite (6:13; 8:11). The Shulamite must work in the
vineyard with her brothers (1:6; 8:11, 12); and when Solomon visits the area, he wins her heart and
eventually takes her to the palace in Jerusalem as his bride. She is tanned from hours of work outside in
the vineyard, but she is ‘fairest among women’ (1:6, 8)…. Chapters 1–3 give a series of recollections of
the courtship: (1) the bride’s longing for affection at the palace before the wedding (1:2-8), (2)
expressions of mutual love in the banquet hall (1:9–2:7), (3) a springtime visit of the king to the bride’s

OUTLINE OF THE SYMMETRY OF THE ENTIRE SONG*
A SECTION: BEGINNING OF STORY (1.2 TO 2.7)

A′

a: Shulamith, Solomon and the daughters of Jerusalem (1.2-4)
b: her brothers, their vineyards, and her appearance (1.5-6)
c: Shulamith’s character and beauty (1.7-11)
d: love’s expression (1.12 to 2.5)
e: refrains of longing and patience conclude section A and begin section B (2.6-7)
B SECTION: INVITATION TO ENJOY SPRING DAY (2.6-17)
a: refrains of longing and patience (2.6-7)
b: his invitation to come enjoy spring, leaving from her house (2.8-15)
c: refrains of unity and invitation to her breasts (2.16-17); transition
C SECTION: NIGHT OF SEPARATION PRECEDING WEDDING (3.1-5)
a: Shulamith is awakened, alone and longing for Solomon (3.1)
b: leaves home to find him (3.2)
c: is found by guards (3.3)
d: asks for help (3.3b)
c′: finds Solomon (3.4)
b′: returns home with him (3.4b)
a′: is reunited with him through the night (3.4b); transition—refrain of patience (3.5)
D SECTION: WEDDING DAY AND NIGHT (3.6 TO 5.1)
a: songwriter’s own words through chorus (3.6-11)
b: celebration of the wedding’s beginning (3.6-11)
c: wedding night (4.1 to 5.1); refrain answering invitation to enjoy breasts (4.6)
b′: celebration of the wedding’s consummation (5.1b)
a′: songwriter’s own words through chorus (5.1b)
C′ SECTION: NIGHT OF SEPARATION FOLLOWING WEDDING NIGHT (5.2 TO 7.9)
a: Shulamith is awakened, alone and reluctant (5.2-8)
b: gives tenfold praise (5.9-16)
c: aware of Solomon’s presence in the garden (6.1-3)
d: receives his praise in the garden (6.4-9)
c′: recounts her journey to the garden (6.11-12)
b′: receives tenfold praise (6.13; 7.1-5)
a′: they delightfully make love, together drift off to sleep (7.6-9)
B′ SECTION: INVITATION TO ENJOY SPRING DAY (7.10 TO 8.4)
c′: enjoyment of breasts and refrain of unity (7.7-8, 10); transition
b′: her invitation to come enjoy spring, returning to her house (7.11 to 8.2)
a′: refrains of longing and patience (8.3-4)
SECTION: COMPLETION OF STORY (8.3-14)
e′: refrains of longing and patience conclude section B′ and begin section A′ (8.3-4)
d′: love’s devotion (8.5-7)
c′: Shulamith’s character and beauty (8.8-9)
b′: her brother, their vineyards, and her appearance (8.10-12)
a′: Shulamith, Solomon, and Shulamith’s companions (8.13-14); refrain to enjoy breasts

*A possible outline—not definitive. Adapted from Dr. Craig Glickman, Solomon’s Song of Love, 2004, p. 240
(more explanation is given throughout his Appendix C: “The Elegant Design of the Song,” pp. 231-241).
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home in the country (2:8-17), (4) the Shulamite’s dream of separation from her beloved (3:1-5) [though
some see this as an actual experience], and (5) the ornate wedding procession from the bride’s home to
Jerusalem (3:6-11). In 4:1–5:1, Solomon praises his bride from head to foot with a superb chain of similes
and metaphors. Her virginity is compared to ‘a garden enclosed’ (4:12), and the garden is entered when
the marriage is consummated (4:16–5:1). The union is commended, possibly by God, in 5:1.
“The Broadening of Love (5:2–8:14): Some time after the wedding, the Shulamite has a troubled
dream (5:2) in the palace while Solomon is away [though, again, some see this too as an actual
experience]. In her dream [or experience] Solomon comes to her door, but she answers too late—he is
gone. She panics and searches for him late at night in Jerusalem. Upon his return, Solomon assures her of
his love and praises her beauty (6:4–7:10). The Shulamite begins to think of her country home and tries to
persuade her beloved to return there with her (7:11–8:4). The journey takes place in 8:5-7 [though some
see this as their return to Jerusalem from the country after the implied visit] and their relationship
continues to deepen. Their love will not be overthrown by jealousy or circumstances. At her homecoming
[or following it] (8:8-14) the Shulamite reflects on her brothers’ care for her when she was young (8:8, 9)
[though some see this as referring to care for another sister in the present]. She remains virtuous (‘I am a
wall,’ 8:10) and is now in a position to look out for her brothers’ welfare (8:11, 12). The song concludes
with a dual invitation of the lover and beloved (8:13, 14)” (1990).
Solomon, it should be observed, is not specifically and unambiguously identified as the lover in the
Song, but he does appear to be identified as a groom at his wedding (3:11). Nevertheless, it is perhaps
simplest, from the standpoint of a straightforward reading of the text, to take both Solomon and “king”
(1:4; 12; 7:5) as literal references to the lover.
Of course, this raises the not insignificant problem of Solomon’s polygamy. As was mentioned
earlier, if Song 6:8-9 is a reference to Solomon’s harem having already grown to 140 women, then the
notion that he is the model husband pictured in the Song seems far-fetched indeed. Yet if those verses
denote the wives of visiting foreign kings, then it is possible to imagine that the bride of the Song could
be Solomon’s first wife prior to his later corruption. His earliest marriage that we know of was to the
daughter of the Egyptian pharaoh to seal an alliance (see 1 Kings 3:1; 11:1). Yet he could have had an
earlier marriage.
Who could the mysterious Shulamite be if she were married to Solomon? She has sometimes been
equated with Pharaoh’s daughter, given that the Egyptian princess is the only early wife of Solomon
attested to historically coupled with references to the Shulamite’s dark skin and hair (see Song 1:5-6; 7:5).
However, it seems clear that the woman in the Song is dark from working in the sun (1:6)—not because
of her race. In fact, her neck is later compared to an ivory tower (7:4). Moreover, reference is made in the
Song to the woman’s mother and brothers—under whose care and direction she has been. There is no
mention of her father’s involvement, thus making it appear that he is dead and out of the picture—which
was definitely not the case with the Egyptian pharaoh.
Again on the basis of dark skin, some have also argued for the Queen of Sheba (see 1 Kings 10:1-13;
2 Chronicles 9:1-12)—Sheba being in the southwestern corner of the Arabian Peninsula and perhaps
overlapping into nearby Ethiopia. Yet, as stated above, the Shulamite’s dark skin was evidently not a
racial characteristic. Also, it is evident that the Queen visited Solomon at the height of his reign (when he
had a growing harem)—and not in his early years. In point of fact, Scripture makes no mention of
Solomon marrying the Queen of Sheba—just that she returned home after her visit. Ethiopian tradition,
however, insists that they married and founded the Ethiopian royal dynasty. Even if this is true, the Queen
of Sheba bears little resemblance to the woman in the Song, whose upbringing was not one of royal
privilege but of toil in vineyards (Song 1:6). The Shulamite is referred to as a “prince’s daughter” (7:1),
but this is probably a figurative term of endearment or honor (i.e., “princess”). Furthermore, the
metaphors of Israelite geography used by the woman and by her lover to woo her would be out of place if
she were from a distant southern land. “I am a rose of Sharon” (2:1, NIV) hardly sounds like the words of
a foreigner (see also 1:14; 4:1, 8, 11, 15; 5:15; 6:4-5; 7:4-5). Some, given the several references to
Lebanon at the northern end of Israel, believe the woman is from there (in East Manassite territory).
Another candidate put forward for the Shulamite, based on linguistic similarity and association with
Solomon’s early years, is Abishag the Shunammite (especially as the Greek Septuagint translation of the
Old Testament renders Shulamite as Shunammite). The term Shunammite denoted a person from the town
of Shunem in the land of Issachar (see 2 Kings 4:8, 12; Joshua 19:17-18). Abishag was the lovely young
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woman brought in to sleep next to David to keep him warm when he was old and to serve as his
nursemaid—apparently considered to be David’s concubine though it is explicitly stated that he did not
have sexual relations with her. Solomon’s brother Adonijah sought to marry her after David’s death in
what Solomon perceived to be an attempt to steal the throne—as successor kings in the ancient world
typically laid claim to the harems of their predecessors—and Solomon had him executed (see 1 Kings
1:1-4, 15; 2:13-25). It is possible that Solomon himself married Abishag after this, though we are left
wondering why the biblical chroniclers would have left out this detail. Perhaps it was because she would
automatically have been considered one of Solomon’s concubines upon his accession to sole rule. His
marriage to her would thus have merely constituted a change in her status from concubine to royal wife—
and this may have appeared a trivial detail to chroniclers.
Another question is why Abishag would still be dark from the sun, as the Song attests of the
Shulamite, after serving in the palace as David’s nursemaid for some time—unless it be argued that the
first chapter of the Song concerns Abishag’s initial arrival at the court, which would mean the supposed
romance with Solomon began prior to David’s death. This would have posed obvious difficulties for their
relationship, though some speculate that this factor contributed to Solomon’s violent reaction against
Adonijah. The argument could perhaps be made that “king” in Song 1:4 and verse 12 are references to
David and not to the man the woman loved. Solomon is plainly referred to as king in 3:9 and verse 11,
though these verses are within the context of the apparent wedding procession, which, if Abishag was the
bride, would have been after David’s death, when Solomon was sole ruler. Of course, the references in
1:4 and verse 12 could be to Solomon even prior to David’s death since Solomon was crowned king while
David was still alive. (The same goes for 3:9 and verse 11, though if David were alive the bride could not
be Abishag.)
In any event, we should certainly consider the possible relationship between the words Shunammite
and Shulamite. Some take the Hebrew word Shulamit to be a proper name, typically rendered Shulamith,
but it is clearly preceded by the definite article in Hebrew, i.e., ha-Shulamit or “the Shulamite” (Song
6:13b). The word Shunammite refers to being from Shunem, a town of the Jezreel Valley in the north of
Israel (see Joshua 19:18). In Hebrew there is only one letter difference between “the Shunammite” (haShunamit) and “the Shulamite” (ha-Shulamit). “It is altogether possible that the forms Shunem and
Shulem are equivalent variants, since interchanges of l, n, and r take place in various Semitic dialects,
early and late, as in other languages. There is, however, no evidence that the change took place in the
name of this particular town prior to the composition of the Canticle” (Pope, Anchor Bible, pp. 597-598).
The fourth-century church historian Eusebius identified a village on the northeast edge of the Jezreel
Valley named Shulem as the biblical Shunem. However, if this truly is Shunem, as it seems to be, there is
no way to know when the consonantal shift in the name occurred—or if such a shift was acceptable when
the Song was composed.
Others take Shulamite to be a play on the name Solomon. In Hebrew his name is Shelomoh,
sometimes spelled Shlomo in English transliteration (meaning “Peaceable One,” from Hebrew shalom,
“peace”). The word “Shulamit” could be a feminine form of his name, bearing the same meaning, just as
Judith is the feminine form of Judah. Some counter that the feminine form of the name Shelomoh appears
in Leviticus 24:11 and 1 Chronicles 3:19 as Shelomit. (The Greek derivative is Salome.) Of course, there
can be more than one feminine form of the same name—just as in English the feminine form of Paul is
Paula or Pauline or Paulina. Moreover, in the Hebrew Scriptures we sometimes find variant spellings for
the same name—for example, Joash and Jehoash. Yet, as we’ve seen, Shulamit is not used in the Song as
a name but as a title. Perhaps the sense, as many suggest, is “the Solomoness”—as designating a feminine
counterpart to Solomon (a Mrs. Solomon, as it were).
There could even be a combination of factors here. We should consider that biblical writers or
editors sometimes slightly altered the names of people to make a point. If Solomon married a woman
known as “the Shunammite,” it is no stretch of the imagination to think that he would, for a pet name for
her or for the poetry of his song, have changed one letter so that the name became “the Shulamite”
(meaning the Solomoness). However, we must realize that a connection to Shunem is not required, as the
pet name could have derived solely from Solomon’s own name, and therefore the identification of
Abishag as the Shulamite is tenuous. (There are also other suggestions for the meaning of Shulamite, such
as “Complete One,” “Perfect One” or “Consummated One”—based on the sense of shalom denoting not
just peace but wholeness and contentment.)
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It is possible that the Shulamite does not appear in Scripture outside the Song—in which case we
have no idea who she was. In any case, if she was a real person married to Solomon, she was evidently a
country maiden from within the land of Israel—who likely married Solomon early in his reign. It has
even been suggested that Solomon wed the Shulamite prior to David’s death. Recall that Solomon was
crowned king when David was still alive.
A variant on the understanding of the Song as a historical account of Solomon’s marriage is the idea
that he may have romanticized the account of a marriage that did not actually live up to the Song’s
portrayal—or even that he placed himself into a fictional account that expressed his wish or desire for,
and not genuine experience of, true love. As Glickman writes: “It’s an interesting question, whether
Solomon ever experienced love or only glimpsed the ideals he expressed in his Song. I would like to
believe he found it. I hate to think of him like Beethoven, who, deaf at the end of his life, wrote
symphonies he would never hear” (p. 13).
On the other hand, it is in some ways sadder to think that Solomon did experience true marital
happiness early in his reign and then threw it all away—horrible not just for him, but for the poor,
humiliated and crushed bride of his youth. It is such a tragic picture to contemplate. However, it has been
conjectured that the reason we hear nothing about the Shulamite in the historical record of Solomon’s life
is that she may have died early and gave him no heir to the throne—thus meaning that she would have
been spared from witnessing the vile spectacle into which his life eventually degenerated. It has even
been further speculated that part of what drove Solomon to his insatiable polygamy was pining over the
loss of this his first and only real love—trying in wretched desperation to recapture it with one woman
after another after another after another, all in vain. There may be something to this, but of course there’s
no way to really know. After all, we don’t even know if the Shulamite’s lover in the Song was Solomon.

4. ● Three-character drama—the shepherd hypothesis

July 4

That leads us to the next version of the natural interpretation of the book—the historical threecharacter drama, which postulates two lovers in the Song with King Solomon as an intrusive third figure
(again in addition to a chorus). The driving force behind this proposal is a desire to reconcile the Song
with the persistent problem of Solomon’s uncontrollable desire for more and more women—a reasonable
motivation. As The New Bible Commentary, which follows this interpretation, explains in its introduction
to the Song: “For it is felt, among other things, that Solomon is hardly the best example of true, loyal,
single-minded love in the light of his 700 wives and 300 concubines and all the dire consequences for the
nation that followed in the train of his many affairs (see 1 Ki. 11). Moreover, Solomon was no shepherd
(see Ct. [Canticles or Song] 6:2)” (John Balchin, 1970).
The latter point here concerns apparent references in the Song to the lover being a shepherd (1:7-8;
2:16; 6:2-3)—thus the label “shepherd hypothesis.” However, in the latter two passages here cited, the
word “flock” has been assumed in the NKJV and some other translations, whereas the real idea seems to
be of the lover himself grazing metaphorically on the charms of the woman. The first passage does
mention flocks and shepherds and, though perhaps figurative as well, could refer to actual shepherding
work. On this point it should be realized that Solomon, as the probable author of Ecclesiastes, owned
many flocks (2:7)—but whether he personally tended to them is unknown (though he did have an interest
in animals). Furthermore, kings are equated in other scriptural passages as shepherds over flocks of
people—and this was a common motif in the ancient world. So shepherd imagery could apply to Solomon
in this sense as well. Alternatively, some suggest that the shepherd-and-shepherdess pairing in the first
passage is romantic role-playing, which could apply to people of any station, including royals.
Again, the primary argument for the shepherd hypothesis or love-triangle theory is Solomon’s
rampant polygamy—especially since many see the problem as concurrent with the story of the Song
because of the reference in Song 6:8-9 to 60 queens and 80 concubines (though others maintain this is not
Solomon’s harem, as explained earlier). In addition, this hypothesis accepts references to King Solomon
in the Song as meaning he must be considered a historical character in the drama. That is, he must play a
role—and if not the male lover in the relationship of the story, then the interloper.
A good summary of the shepherd hypothesis, though he himself rejects it, is given by Dr. Gledhill in
The Message of the Song of Songs. His explanation and evaluation follows in a lengthy quotation (along
with alternatives or additional comments in brackets):
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“The shepherd hypothesis presupposes three main characters: King Solomon, a country shepherd lad
and a young maiden identified as the Shulammite. [Again, some reckon her to be Abishag the
Shunammite though most do not.] The girl and the shepherd boy are very much in love, but Solomon by
various means tries to woo her affections, but ultimately fails. Thus we have a love triangle, rather than a
simple romance between the two young lovers. Since the girl constantly repels the advances of Solomon,
so that he finally gives up any claim over her, the message of the Song is seen as the triumph of faithful
loyalty of true love, over against the seduction of wealth and flattery. Power and privilege cannot erode
the true romance of the simple country lovers.
“There are many slightly different versions of this hypothesis. In all of them, the majority of the
girl’s words have to be postulated as musings, dreams, soliloquies, reminiscences or flashbacks [as she is
supposedly speaking of or to her absent lover while in the presence of Solomon or in the confines of his
harem]. For one very detailed outworking of the plot of the drama, see the annotations of the Amplified
Bible (3 volume edition) where the speakers, the addressees, the locales are all precisely identified. The
New Bible Commentary also suggests, albeit rather undogmatically, that the shepherd hypothesis is the
best framework for the interpretation of the Song, but the details are not always worked out with great
precision in the exposition itself.
[Another commentary that follows the shepherd hypothesis, and in a rather dogmatic fashion while
focusing on a higher spiritual meaning, is The Believer’s Commentary by James Burton and Thelma
Coffman (1993), also known as Coffman’s Commentary, which is available online. E.W. Bullinger, in the
notes of his 1909 Companion Bible, adhered to this approach as well. And the annotations of the 1903
Ferrar Fenton translation (The Bible in Modern English) also follow a variant of this theory, wherein the
Shulamite is Abishag the Shunammite.]
“In general [among proponents], the plot follows some such sequence as that outlined below. The
initial scene (1:1–2:7) occurs in the apartments of the royal palace [or in the royal caravan tents before
returning to Jerusalem], where there are scores of Solomon’s beautiful concubines waiting around for the
king to enter and choose one of them for the night. The Shulammite girl is amongst them, having been
forcibly abducted by the king or his servants when he was on one of his inspection tours of the
countryside. In 1:2, either one of the harem is voicing her desire to be selected by the king or else the
Shulammite is soliloquizing about her absent shepherd lover in the countryside. 1:4 is sometimes
represented as a chorus from the harem, or as a continuation of the Shulammite’s yearning for her lover.
The girl is self-conscious about her dark, sun-tanned complexion, in contrast to the painted ladies of the
harem, and defends herself against their hostile stares. She cries out (1:7) asking to know the whereabouts
of her lover, and the harem beauties tell her rather brusquely to go out and find him herself. She feels
trapped like a bird in a golden cage. The king enters, spies the newcomer, and praises her beauty in 1:911. The girl meanwhile is dreaming of a rendezvous with her lover in a forest glade, while the king has
gone for his meal (1:12) [though some claim she actually meets up with her lover at this point], and in 2:7
she tells the ladies of the harem not to try to arouse the king’s attentions by artificial means [or not to stir
up her desires for her lover until he can come and rescue her]. In 2:8 the girl tells how her lover came to
her with an invitation to go away with him and asks him (in 2:16-17) to return again at the end of the day
(that is, she did not immediately accede to his request [though some say she did leave with him initially
and that verses 16-17 are a request that he return after his workday]). When he did not return she became
anxious and restless and went out into the night to seek him (3:1-4).
“At some stage the girl manages to get away from the city completely and returns home. Perhaps
Solomon has sent her back. But he never gives up. In 3:6–4:7 [or 4:6 or 4:8] he appears in pomp and
splendour, arriving at the girl’s home in the country, in his royal carriage, in an attempt to encapture the
girl’s affections. He describes and praises the girl in conventional flattering tones; but no actual marriage
takes place. [Others see the girl being returned to Jerusalem and Solomon marrying another while making
advances toward her.] In 4:8 [or 4:7]–5:1 the girl hears the appeal of her shepherd lover urging her to
escape from the seductive words of the king. The situation is urgent and he doesn’t waste time greeting
her or praising her. [Some, however, see 4:8 as the conclusion of Solomon’s appeal.] She then dreams of
his praises (4:9-15), and anticipates the consummation of their love on their own future wedding day.
[Some, though, believe they are already married, given the use of the word spouse—her brothers having
wrongly annulled their marriage—and that they actually become intimate here.] In 5:2-8 the Shulammite
relates to the harem another troubling dream she had, and in reply to their mocking question [of what
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makes her lover special, which seems odd if her lover were Solomon, whom they would well know], she
gives an impassioned description of him in 5:10-16. The king enters in 6:4 and praises her extravagantly,
and tells her that even queens and concubines [typically the other women of his harem in this view] have
praised her, using the words of 6:10. The girl interrupts this flow of praise and explains how she was
abducted in the royal chariot [prior to the beginning of the story] to be taken away to the harem in the
palace (6:11-12). All the harem have missed her at the palace, and they beg her to return so that they
might admire her beauty. (This involves a change of attitude to her on their part.) The king again praises
her in 7:1-9, but the girl makes a further refusal.
“7:10 is a reaffirmation of her love for the young shepherd. Solomon realizes that his pursuit has
been futile and lets her go. She calls for her shepherd lover in 7:11 and waits for him, dreaming of her
relationship with him [or she actually joins up with him and speaks to him]. 8:5 then records her return to
the village on the arm of her beloved. The girl (in 8:8) recalls her former state as a young girl and her
brothers’ discussion about her future. 8:11-12 represent the girl’s final repudiation of Solomon in the
presence of her lover, family and friends. In 8:13, the shepherd lad says, ‘Your companions in the harem
have been listening to your voice; now let me hear it.’ The girl responds (8:14) with an urgent call to her
lover to take her to their home on the mountain slopes.
“A number of points need to be made in regard to this hypothesis. Firstly, since this interpretation
casts Solomon in the role of villain, it can hardly take the title of 1:1 as a statement of Solomonic
authorship [that is, unless Solomon wrote the Song while repentant at the end of his life]. Secondly, it
takes the role of Solomon, in the supposed narrative plot, seriously. It makes sense of Solomon’s rejection
in 8:12 [if that is what this disputed verse means]. It takes the rural/city contrast literally. However, a
number of severe criticisms may be levelled against the hypothesis. There are no examples elsewhere in
the literature of the Ancient Near-East of any kind of love triangles. Also the schema of the narrative plot
requires an ingenious series of dream sequences, musings and reveries, which effectively amounts to a
reordering of the text. Some of the scenarios seem so contrived as to be unbelievable: for example, the
shepherd boy coming into the palace and whispering to the Shulammite through the lattice window of the
quarters of the harem [which would have been strictly guarded]. A more serious objection is that the
hypothesis requires the text to be interpreted against the natural flow of the dialogue. For example, the
verses 1:9-11 are interpreted as being the gross coarse compliments of a carnal flatterer, whilst 1:13-14
[without reaction to the former] are the beautiful sincere words of the girl’s compliments directed toward
her absent lover, even though Solomon is supposedly present. It is much more natural to suppose that in
these verses two lovers are praising each other in a direct verbal exchange, rather than a dialogue at cross
purposes. It takes a very great leap of mental ingenuity to describe as flattery and sincere praise two sets
of verses written in identical styles.
“However, it has to be admitted that once the hypothesis has become firmly embedded in the mind, it
is very difficult to eradicate its influence when trying to read the text from any other perspective. In my
opinion, the hypothesis, while taking seriously the carnality of King Solomon, is nothing more than an
artificial edifice ingeniously superimposed on an enigmatic text, and ultimately is unconvincing” (pp. 2526). Yet Gledhill then goes on to reject a unifying plot in the Song altogether, which itself seems to be a
mistake, based on the overall structure of the Song, as explained earlier.
There are further problems with the shepherd hypothesis as generally presented that should be taken
into consideration. One is the arbitrary nature in some cases of the shift in speaker or addressee to “make
it all fit.” We will illustrate some of these as we go through the book. Another related problem is the
minimized role of grammatical gender and the lovers’ endearment terms for each other as indicative of
who is speaking. That is, male pronouns and adjectives in this case could refer to either Solomon or the
lover, and in this view both the lover and Solomon refer to the woman as ra‘yati, “my love/companion”
(e.g., see 1:15; 2:10; 4:1; 6:4)—which is problematic besides making the story all the more confusing.
Another difficulty is the question of why Solomon’s lustful flattery would be set as beautiful lyrical
poetry in the Song in the same manner as the wholesome, loving descriptions from the shepherd. We
could perhaps imagine some short statements about Solomon trying to win the woman illustrated with a
few of his words. But why set quite lengthy lustful and seductive discourses from him to poetry and song
to be sung?
Yet another problem concerns the overarching poetic structure of the Song mentioned above. It is
hard to see how the three-character drama fits with the Song’s symmetry around the central pivot of Song
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4:16–5:1. There have been proposed arrangements that do not take these verses as the hinge point. Dr.
Bullinger, for instance, in following a variant of the shepherd hypothesis, presented the following
symmetrical structure in his introduction to the Song in The Companion Bible:
THE STRUCTURE OF THE BOOK AS A WHOLE*
(Introversion and Alteration.)

A

1.11. THE INTRODUCTION. THE SHULAMITE SEPARATED. TAKEN BY SOLOMON FROM HER HOME AND
HER BELOVED (SHEPHERD) INTO THE ROYAL TENTS, PITCHED NEAR THEM.

B C

1.12—2.7. THE SHULAMITE AND HER BELOVED TOGETHER.

D
B C

3.6—5.1. THE SHULAMITE AND HER BELOVED TOGETHER.

D
A

2.8—3.5. THE SHULAMITE AND HER BELOVED APART.

5.2—8.4. THE SHULAMITE AND HER BELOVED APART.

8.5–14. THE CONCLUSION. THE SHULAMITE RESTORED. RETURN FROM SOLOMON TO HER HOME WITH
HER BELOVED (SHEPHERD)

*From E.W. Bullinger, The Companion Bible, 1990 (1909), p. 920. Following the shepherd hypothesis (see p. 921).

The central shift in the poetic structure here occurs between Song 3:5 and 3:6. Again, however,
4:16–5:1 is more clearly the actual central pivot, given, as we earlier saw, both the symmetrical pattern of
specific words and phrases throughout the Song and the equal number of poetic lines before and after this
point. So while the above outline bears a symmetrical appearance, it would seem to contradict the true
symmetry of the Song. Moreover, Bullinger’s outline here is dependent on critical assumptions about the
identities of the characters of the Song rather than on the subject matter of the sections of the Song. Thus
it is a far less reliable schema.
It is worth mentioning that The Broadman Bible Commentary follows the three-character drama but
with a wildly different spin—portraying the Shulamite’s example as a bad one of illicit love. This seems
rather unlikely, but it is illustrative of just how pliable the three-person plotline can be—unrestricted as it
is without the natural constraints of the two-person progression. The story follows this way: “The maiden
was reared in a village household with several brothers (2:9; 1:6; 6:9). As she rapidly approached puberty
she, as well as her brothers, protected her chastity (8:9). But when she achieved womanly maturity, she
fell in love with a shepherd and gave herself to him (8:10; 7:2-12). Despite her brothers’ anger and
community disapproval, she continued the relationship (1:6; 8:1). Clandestine meetings were effected
(1:16, 17; 8:2-4; 5:2-7) despite efforts at separation. The exceeding beauty of the maiden came to the
attention of Solomon, who desired her for his harem…. An agreement was reached, one most profitable to
the family, and the maiden went into the harem of Solomon (1:4; 3:6-11). Discounting lavish court
inducements she scorned the position of harem favorite (8:11-12) and continued to have furtive meetings
with her lover (1:12; 8:13). She longed for her shepherd lover knowing that she possessed an impossible
love, one which could never be truly fulfilled (8:6-7). The maiden’s pitiful laments rend the heart (1:7;
2:6, 7; 3:1, 5; 5:6a, 8; 8:1, 3-4). Her longing, despair, and destructive jealousy make this book a
hauntingly tragic work” (John Bunn, 1971).
This, of course, has all the typical problems of the three-person drama—and then some. In this case,
a few scattered verses are taken a certain way to paint an overall picture, which everything else is then
forced into. We will address some of these points as we come to them in the book.
Still, despite the significant problems we have noted, it is possible that the shepherd hypothesis is
correct. One way to make it a seemingly more reasonable proposition would be to understand King
Solomon as a silent character in the story—so that all the lines attributed to him under the shepherd
hypothesis, as it is commonly conceived, would instead be spoken by the shepherd lover. That is, all male
speech in the Song (except for the possible male chorus lines) would come from the lover—but none from
Solomon. Furthermore, no speech of the woman would be addressed to Solomon until the very end in
Song 8:12, when she refers to him by name (though even this could be soliloquy rather than actual
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address). The story would then conform in its speech to the more natural two-character progression
though in its overall setting to the three-character drama—that is, the woman having been brought to
Solomon’s harem against her will (explaining the references to the king). Solomon’s wedding procession
in 3:6-11 would be the distracting goings on at court while the lovers slipped away to be together (in 4:1–
5:1). The central focus of 4:16–5:1 could perhaps conceivably be explained by this marking not the initial
consummation of marriage but the joyous intimate reunion of an already-married couple (though not the
end of their ordeal). One point against this, however, would be if 1:7–2:7 and 2:8-17 represent earlier
clandestine meetings between the lovers—though the first passage might be a duet of longing soliloquies
and the second a recollection of their time together before her abduction. The statement about the king
being held captive by the woman’s tresses in 7:5 would be the lover’s use of this fact as an element of
praise—that is to say, “Even the king has fallen for your beauty.” Such an approach could fit within the
symmetrical pattern of the Song—for this approach is essentially a two-character one.
Yet problems remain. Chief among them is the fact that it is nowhere stated that the woman was
abducted into Solomon’s harem, despite some reading Song 6:11-12 this way. Furthermore, the multiple
mentions of the word “spouse” or “bride” in chapter 4 following a wedding procession at the end of
chapter 3 gives the strong appearance of the wedding being that of the lovers. In a natural reading of the
Song, there seems nothing preventing the male lover and the king from being one and the same. Again, it
is the issue of Solomon’s polygamy that pushes for another explanation.
In any event, the shepherd hypothesis, whether in its usual form or pared down, is clearly debatable,
and no version of the idea should be embraced without proper consideration of its attendant difficulties.

5a. ● Alternative two-character love song—anonymous-character or fictional

July 5

The problems of the three-character drama give greater appeal to the two-character storyline wherein
the lover is Solomon. Yet again we are still left with the difficulties of his life. While it is possible that the
Song concerns a proposed initial marriage prior to his marrying the Egyptian princess, as was put forward
previously, this is only supposition—and would be wrong if the queens and concubines of Song 6:8-9
refer to his harem (though this is by no means clear). In any event, there are other versions of the natural
interpretation that render Solomon’s polygamy irrelevant to the Song. These involve understanding
Solomon and the Shulamite (Solomon and the Solomoness), or king and queen, as generic distinctions for
a bride and groom—so that the lovers in the Song are anonymous or representative persons, as characters
in love songs usually are.
One variant of this is the concept of the wedding song. Commentator Roland Murphy (Hermeneia
Commentaries) notes that the literary theory relating the Song to ancient Hebrew marriage rites “gained
surprising new affirmation during the final decades of the nineteenth century. Primary impetus for further
development of this view came from J.G. Wetzstein’s study of modern Syrian wedding customs. Among
the village nuptial practices that Wetzstein [who was German consul to Syria] suggested had pertinent
parallels in the Song were a seven-day cycle of festivities [as in ancient biblical weddings], in which the
espoused couple was honored as royalty [king and queen]; extravagant praising of the physical charms of
bride and groom (the Arabic wasf); and even performance by the bride of a curiously war-like ‘sword
dance’” (p. 39).
The wasf is compared to praise discourses in the Song. As Harper’s Bible Commentary explains:
“The wasf, a specific kind of passage describing the human body, appears several times in the Song
within different types of lyrics. Although not found anywhere in the Bible outside the Song, the wasf is
common in Arabic literature and takes its name from an Arabic word meaning ‘description.’ Wasfs, or
fragments of wasfs, appear in the following places in the Song: 4:1-7; 5:9-16; 6:4-7; and 6:13–7:5. Fairly
rigid in form, the wasf is essentially a catalogue that proceeds in sequence—from top to bottom or bottom
to top—to depict parts of the male or female physique in metaphors drawn from the realms of nature and
artifice” (Marcia Falk, introduction to the Song of Songs). It is noteworthy that such occurred in Syrian
Arab wedding custom. And the wedding sword dance mentioned above is thought to possibly parallel the
“dance of the two camps” in Song 6:13. Of course, village customs of the 1800s are not a reliable
indicator of biblical-period traditions, yet it is at least plausible that Syrian Arab wedding traditions are of
ancient provenance—especially given their continuance of the biblical custom of a seven-day wedding
feast (see Genesis 29:27; Judges 14:12).
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It has been proposed, on the above basis, that the Song of Songs is composed of seven different
sections or groupings of poems that were sung over the course of the seven days of a wedding celebration.
Yet there is no real proof of that. Indeed, the majority of the Song does not appear to concern the wedding
of its couple, especially given the separation episodes. And there are praise segments apparently unrelated
to the wedding. As Dr. Fox states in The Song of Songs and the Ancient Egyptian Love Songs: “We
should…observe that the wasfs among the Egyptian love songs…are in no way set in the context of
weddings…. The Arabic wasfs themselves are sung on various occasions, not just at weddings, nor are the
numerous wasfs in the Arabian Nights set in weddings. There is therefore no reason to assume that the
wasfs in Canticles must be wedding songs” (p. 232). Yet Fox makes an unwarranted leap in concluding
on this basis that the couple in the Song is unmarried throughout—for we must consider the repeated
mentions of “spouse” and the biblical context of proper sexuality. Moreover, a wedding procession does
appear to be part of the Song (see 3:6-11). The New American Commentary more fairly assesses: “While
the song does appear to focus on the wedding of the man and woman, that does not mean that it was sung
at weddings or describes in any detail the ancient Israelite wedding ceremony” (p. 364). Furthermore,
even if the Song or parts of it did come to be sung at weddings, that does not mean it was composed for
this purpose.
The same commentary embraces the view of the Song as a more general love song—though, in
parallel to the idea above, one in which the bride and groom are represented as king and queen, as
Solomon and the Solomoness. The commentary maintains: “The song is love poetry and should not be
interpreted as a historical event. The ‘Solomon’ of the poetry is likely a ‘poetic symbol.’ It may seem
strange that Solomon, as author, would make himself a poetic symbol for the glory of the bridegroom.
That difficulty is acknowledged here, but one must recall that Solomon appears to have taken on the role
of the quintessential Eastern monarch, with all the glory and splendor that implies, as a deliberate and
self-conscious act (1 Kgs 7:1-12; 9:10–11:3). Therefore Solomon could have set himself in the song as a
‘poetic symbol’ for the splendor of the bridegroom. At the same time, one cannot exclude the possibility
that the song was written by a court poet in Solomon’s palace; in that case, the use of Solomon as a
‘poetic symbol’ is not only possible but likely. Even if it were penned by a court-poet, however, it would
have been ‘published’ with the knowledge and probably direct involvement of the king himself. The text
is not a record of historical events in Solomon’s life. In love every groom is King Solomon, a shepherd,
and even a gazelle; and every bride is a princess and country maiden. This special status conferred on the
man and woman is easier to understand by recognizing them as bride and groom” (p. 365).
In essence, the idea here is that “the two lovers are Everyman and Everywoman and have nothing to
do with Solomon” (Gledhill, p. 23). Consider the parallel of love songs that are sung today. The
characters in these, even the songs with stories, are not usually meant to be viewed as particular
individuals—but are more universally applicable for a wide audience. Often listeners can imagine
themselves and those they love in the lyrics of the songs. Such songs are essentially realistic fiction—not
necessarily true, but true to life. Such a song may even be based on real circumstances the songwriter has
been through or is aware of—though the characters often remain anonymous and he is free to alter or
embellish the story to stress whatever aspects he desires.
More cogent parallels can be drawn with ancient Egyptian love songs composed close in time to the
reign of Solomon, as mentioned earlier. The NIV Archaeological Study Bible comments: “These poems
astutely but sometimes comically portray the emotional turmoil of young love, with striking similarities to
Song of Songs. Papyrus Harris 500: A young man and woman sing of their passionate love for each
other. The dialogue-like parts for the male and female singers are similar to what we see in the Song. In
some of these texts the female sings a soliloquy about her love; this too has parallels in the Song. Cairo
Love Songs: Recorded on a vase, they include the songs of a young woman who declares her devotion to
her lover, and those of a young man, who yearns to be with her…. Chester Beatty Papyrus I Love Songs:
again include parts for male and female singers, in which they describe the intensity of their passion and
their frustration at being kept apart….
“The Egyptian poetry displays several parallels to the Song of Songs. Structurally they are similar in
that both have parts for male and female singers. They also share similar metaphors and imagery. A few
examples of common elements include: • The beloved is called ‘brother’ or ‘sister’ as a term of
endearment (SS 4:9). • In the Egyptian texts the woman asserts that her man’s love is better than beer (the
favorite Egyptian beverage). In the Song, his love is preferable to wine (1:2). • In the Egyptian poems the
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woman calls for her lover to come like a horse dashing to a battlefield; in the Song she summons him to
hasten to her like a young stag (e.g., 8:14). • In both cases the woman is said to be a flower (2:1). • In
each instance either the man or the woman is likened to a tree (2:3). • The door image is important to both
(5:2-7). [We will note various parallels in going through the book.]
“At the same time, Egyptian poetry and the Song have significant differences: • Egyptian lovers
often invoke Hathor, the goddess of love, in their quest to win over their beloved. The Biblical texts
[rejecting idolatry and idolatrous parity between false gods and the true God] never suggest that God can
be persuaded by a love-struck youth to manipulate someone to fall in love with him or her. • The
Egyptian songs, but not the Song of Songs, often focus on youthful infatuation and thus include some
frivolous elements. • The Egyptian poems are generally lighthearted, intended as humorous entertainment.
Song of Songs takes a much more serious look at the significance of sexual love.
“It is impossible and unnecessary to deny that the Egyptian texts influenced the poetry of Song of
Songs. In fact, this poetry gives us a strong reason to date Song of Songs to the age of Solomon, who not
only lived near the time the Egyptian songs were being written but also maintained good relations with
Egypt. Even so, the content, complexity and theological significance of Song of Songs require us to
regard it not as an imitation but as an original, canonical text” (“Ancient Love Poetry,” p. 1035).
In comparing the Egyptian love songs with the Song of Songs, Fox sees a parallel with the man and
woman as king and queen, but not because they are bride and groom as in the wedding interpretation.
Rather, as he explains, this is language of mutual exaltation in love generally. “In a similar vein,” as he
notes regarding songs of the Papyrus Harris 500 group, “the Egyptian girl in no. 13 calls her lover ‘my
prince’ and the girl in no. 17 calls hers ‘prince of my heart.’ Similarly the girl in no. 8 [in perhaps the
closest parallel] says, ‘I am the Mistress of the Two Lands {i.e., the queen of Egypt} when I am with
you.’ The lovers are called kings, princes, and queens because of the way love makes them feel about
each other and about themselves” (p. 98). Of course, both factors, bride and groom epithets as well as
mutual exaltation, could be at play in the terminology of king and royal bride, or Solomon and
Solomoness, in the Song of Songs—though with a higher purpose in mind than the Egyptian songs.
At first blush, we might dismiss even the possibility of fiction as out of place in God’s holy Word of
truth. Yet the Bible contains some examples of fiction. Consider Jesus’ parables. The story of the Good
Samaritan is one we may be familiar with. Despite its details, the story is not to be taken as one that really
happened. It appears to be fictional—but the story was crafted to illustrate a truthful point. The same goes
for a number of other stories Jesus told: the prodigal son, the lost sheep, the pearl of great price, Lazarus
and the rich man, the laborers in the vineyard, etc. These stories were not all true in a historical sense but
were true to life. This is not to imply that the Song of Songs is a lengthy, elaborate parable—though some
think it is—but rather to show that it could likewise be a fictional or fictionalized story, albeit one true to
life, designed to teach something important.
There may be evidence, however, of an underlying true story in the Song based on the fact that the
girl is under the care of her brothers and mother, her father apparently having died—a picture which is not
ideal and perhaps not typical. On the other hand, this may have been more common than might be
supposed, as David’s reign was marked by wars and a number of fathers may have been missing in
Israelite society of that day. So this story element alone is not necessarily evidence of a truly historical
plotline. And even if it is historical, the characters would be unidentified if Solomon and the Shulamite
are representative depictions. However, another factor that argues for historicity rather than fiction is the
woman telling the daughters of Jerusalem to not look down on her because of her darkened skin from
working outside. Such a confrontation would not seem applicable to brides generally. Yet it is possible
that Solomon and bride are intended literally, in the sense of identity and certain story points, but that
elements of their story are fictional to apply more broadly. In such case, Solomon in the Song could be a
more idealized version of the real person.
Interpretation of the Song of Songs as a fictional or anonymous-character love story immediately
resolves the problem of trying to accommodate Solomon’s polygamy. Furthermore, it removes the
problem, not often considered, of the Song’s readers or listeners intruding on the privacy of an actual
married couple. Can you imagine your private bedroom dialogue with your spouse becoming a song to
perform for the nation or a book of the Bible for the world to read? Are our actual private sexual
experiences in marriage something we ought to sing to our neighbors about? A fictional or anonymous
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love song at least seems a more appropriate public teaching platform for appreciating and expressing
marital love.
Of course, somewhat alleviating that problem even in the case of a strictly historical drama is that the
speech of the man and woman in the Song would still be in a sense fictionalized. That is because, as
mentioned at the outset of examining the natural interpretation of the Song, the lyrics of the Song are
poetry. They should not, even in a historical interpretation, be considered as literal quotations of the man
and woman—for people do not naturally speak to one another in poetry.

5b. Other characters or parts in the Song

July 5 Cont’d

On a related point, we should understand the chorus—as represented at least by the “daughters of
Jerusalem”—in a poetic context as well. Those who take the Song as a historical account of Solomon and
his bride typically view the other women in the story in one of these ways: as other wives of Solomon’s
harem (which introduces the problem of his polygamy); as the woman’s bridesmaids, friends or court
ladies in waiting; or as women of Jerusalem generally (and in the refrains as representing all Israelite girls
who would hear the Song). The followers of the three-character drama typically see the women as other
harem wives. Those who accept a fictional or anonymous-character interpretation see the women in
similar terms (minus the harem view), depending on the context. In all these perspectives, including the
historical ones, it is not necessary that dialogue with the women at every turn be understood as a literal
occurrence.
The New International Commentary on the Old Testament says: “Throughout the Song we hear from
a group of women who are variously identified as ‘daughters of Jerusalem’ (e.g., 1:5), ‘daughters of Zion’
(e.g., 3:11), or simply ‘young women’ (e.g., 1:3). Indeed, in some contexts, they are assumed to be the
audience for the woman’s addresses without being explicitly mentioned (1:5-6). It is intriguing to suggest
that these references apply to the same group of women. While we state this, however, we must be careful
also to safeguard against the idea that these are real women. Like the woman and the man of the Song, the
women are a literary device, and the question is not so much who are they as what is their function within
the poems [of the Song]. However, it is possible to suggest that they have a distinct character, which is
signaled in 1:5 by their association with Jerusalem. In a word, they are city girls, young and naïve,
inexperienced in matters of love. It is here that they find their functions as a sounding board, a contrast,
and students of the woman.
“(1) Sounding board: In some poems the women serve as a backdrop to the speeches of the woman,
asking her questions that stir longer speeches or reacting to her comments. A good example of this
function is found in 5:9, where the young women ask the woman to describe her man, inspiring her
moving description of him in 5:10-16. At times the women go beyond mere sounding board in their
reaction to the woman and her actions. In 1:4, e.g., they confirm the woman’s choice of the man, and in
5:1b they provide an outside witness to the joy of the union between the two [though there is a question as
to who is speaking in this case]. (2) Contrast: The women are associated with Jerusalem, the leading city
of Israel. As such, they stand in contrast with the woman, who is identified with country settings—
vineyard, orchard, nut grove. It seems that her defensive response to the fact that she has been darkened
by the sun in 1:5-6 may be in reaction to the softness of city girls. (3) Sometimes, however, the woman,
experienced in love, instructs the young women to be careful not to easily enter into this potentially
dangerous relationship [or to avoid intimate relations until the proper time] (…2:7; 3:5; 8:4)” (Longman,
pp. 16-17).
We should also remember that the Song is just that—a song—and that the women constitute a
chorus, as noted above. The New American Commentary contends: “In the Song…only three singing parts
are evident: a male, a female, and a female chorus. While one could hypothesize that there are more than
these three parts (e.g., a male chorus), such a hypothesis is supported by little if any information in the
text itself. Some theorize, for example, that 8:8-9 is sung by a male chorus of ‘brothers,’ but evidence is
lacking. In the absence of any compelling reason to suppose otherwise, it is best to assume that there are
only three basic parts” (note on 1:1). It may well be, however, that 8:8-9 is sung by a male chorus, a point
we will consider when we come to these verses in our reading. Another place where a male chorus may
be indicated is in Song 3:11. The same commentary assigns verses 6-11, apparently concerning the
wedding procession, to the female chorus. Yet verse 11 instructs the daughters of Zion to go forth—
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which seems inconsistent with the designation of the chorus itself elsewhere as the daughters of
Jerusalem.

6a. Symbolic interpretation

July 6

Many have viewed the story of the two lovers in the Song as emblematic of the relationship between
God and His people. The New Open Bible notes: “In the Old Testament, Israel is regarded as the bride of
Yahweh (see Is. 54:5, 6; Jer. 2:2; Ezek. 16:8-14; Hos. 2:16-20). In the New Testament, the Church is seen
as the bride of Christ (see 2 Cor. 11:2; Eph. 5:23-25; Rev. 19:7-9; 21:9). The Song of Solomon illustrates
the former and anticipates the latter” (introduction to the Song of Solomon). Among those of this opinion,
there has been wide variance in the degree of figurative interpretation promoted and the meaning derived
from such interpretation. Many historically have argued for strict allegory, wherein essentially all is
considered symbolically. More popular in recent times is typology, or type-antitype parallelism, wherein a
story is taken literally but elements are seen as a representative type of a bigger picture, the antitype. Let’s
consider these perspectives.

6b. ● Allegory vs. allegorizing

July 6 Cont’d

As was earlier mentioned, the primary strategy for interpreting the Song of Solomon for most of the
Christian era was to approach it as an allegory. In allegory, the meaning of a text is not its plain sense.
Rather, what is written is symbolic throughout of a hidden meaning below the surface in an extended
metaphor. Jewish interpreters for most of the past 2,000 years have generally read the Song as an allegory
of the relationship between God and Israel (or of the mystical union of God and the individual soul) while
theologians of Christendom have seen it as portraying the relationship between Christ and the Church (or
between Christ and the individual Christian). In both cases, a natural interpretation of the Song as written
is essentially disregarded as irrelevant in favor of the deeper, mystical meaning. (Again, this is not the
same as a typological understanding, which accepts the literal story at face value yet sees representative
elements in it as well.)
In considering the allegorical approach, we must distinguish between allegory and reading a text as
allegory. The New International Commentary on the Old Testament commences its discussion on the
matter with this important distinction: “Before beginning our survey of Jewish and Christian allegories,
we need to define our terms. We need to make a distinction between an allegorical piece of literature and
an allegorical interpretative strategy. The former is an intentional piece of writing: an author intends the
reader to take the surface meaning of his text as symbolic of another level of meaning. In the words of
The Princeton Encyclopedia of Poetry and Poetics, ‘We have allegory when the events of a narrative
obviously and continuously refer to another simultaneous structure of events or ideas, whether historical
events, moral or philosophical ideas, or natural phenomena.’ A key aspect of this interpretation is the
adverb ‘obviously.’ A good example of an allegory is the still popular work Pilgrim’s Progress by John
Bunyan. That this work is an allegory is blatantly obvious. The main character is named Christian, and he
is on a journey to the Celestial City. On his journey, he encounters obstacles like the Slough of Despond.
It would be impossible for even the average reader to avoid the below-the-surface meaning, because it is
not too far below the surface” (p. 23). Reading an obvious allegory as just that is not so much an
interpretive strategy as it is a quite natural reading.
There are examples of clear allegorical accounts in Scripture: “The Bible does contain allegories. In
Judges 9 Abimelech had his brothers murdered in order to clear his way to the throne. However, the
youngest brother Jotham escaped and then returned after Abimelech proclaimed himself king. Jotham told
a story about how the trees chose a king for themselves. The trees went to the most productive and most
dignified of their fellow trees first, trees like the olive, the fig, and the vine, but they all rejected the idea.
They were too busy being productive. Finally they went to the thornbush and asked that useless plant to
rule over them, and it accepted. Not only did it accept, but it began to display qualities and powers well
beyond its nature. It would provide shade for all the other trees, and it threatened even the mighty cedar
with fire. Jotham’s allegory is a clear and consistent allegory that satirized Abimelech and the office of
the king” (p. 23). Here too, reading this particular story as allegory is a natural approach—following the
clearly intended meaning.
Yet the Song of Solomon displays no obvious characteristics of allegory. Of itself, the Song “has no
signals that it is to be read in any other way than as a love song. No one can dispute this fact” (p. 23).
Indeed, if the Song were found outside the context of the Bible (especially if the biblical king Solomon
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and biblical places were not named within it), no one would ever dream of interpreting it as an allegory of
the love between God and His people. So this is not a matter of reading obvious allegory as allegory—
rather it is one of assuming a meaning other than the one clearly presented.
As Dr. Carr (Tyndale Commentaries) notes: “Allegorizing as a method of interpreting Scripture
[when the sense of a passage is not obviously allegorical] is something radically different. Basic to
allegorical method is the idea that a given passage contains no factual or historically true record of any
past event, but is merely a vehicle for some deeper spiritual truth. The grammatical-historical [or literal]
meaning of the text is ignored so that what the original author said takes second place to what the
interpreter wants to say” (p. 21)—that is, what the interpreter chooses to believe divine inspiration must
have intended by the passage per his presuppositions. Proposed meanings are thus rather subjective and
wildly varied, as we will later see in regard to the Song of Songs. Sometimes this involves translating
words to mean something other than their natural sense in context.
Allegorizing as an interpretive strategy for difficult texts is traced to ancient Greece. Carr explains:
“While the allegorical method found a friendly home in Hebrew and Christian circles as early as [the
Hellenized Jewish philosopher] Philo (20 BC–AD 54) and [the Catholic theologian] Origen (AD 185–
254), it is originally a pagan Greek method of interpretation. Theogenes of Rhegium (c. 520 BC) was in
the vanguard of the philosophical schools which were attempting to re-interpret the ancient works of
Homer and Hesiod to make them more acceptable to the enlightened citizens of the Greek city-states.
Since the gods of Homer and Hesiod’s writings were immoral, unjust, unpredictable, capricious,
vindictive, and generally rather unlovely characters who nevertheless were intimately bound up with the
life and popular feelings of the people, the philosophers felt it necessary to try to impose their own more
advanced beliefs on the structure of the older popular literature. This they accomplished by allegorizing.
They denied the [seemingly intended] historical reality and obvious teachings of the older writers, yet at
the same time used their widespread acceptance among the common people as a base. The stories of the
gods were not meant to be taken literally, they argued, but were only vehicles to convey the real hidden or
secret meanings which the commentators knew. During the centuries before Christ, this method was
developed and refined among the Greeks, eventually finding its way to the intellectual centres of
Alexandria in Egypt, where first the Jew Aristobulus (c. 160 BC) and then Philo and Origen introduced
the method into the study of the biblical materials.
“Applied to the biblical texts, the allegorical method proceeded in the same way. The literal or
historical situation described in the text is ignored, either because it never happened, or because the events
described are, for theological or aesthetic reasons, considered incapable of yielding any suitable sense or
teaching. Those commentators who allegorize the Song ignore the male/female relationship so vividly
described in the poem, and interpret the whole book in terms of God’s dealing with Israel or Christ’s
relationship with his Church. Underlying most of this sort of handling of the text is an implicit acceptance
of Platonic or Gnostic belief that physical things, particularly those related to sexuality, are intrinsically
evil, and are to be shunned by those who are seeking the spiritual life” (pp. 22-23). There is evidently
some truth to this being a motivating factor here—especially in Catholic Christian treatment—though this
is not the sole motivation for the allegorical interpretation of the Song, as we will see.
And a clarification should be interjected here lest there be some confusion. We have already seen
examples of the natural interpretation that consider the Song a fictional yet representative portrayal of a
loving couple’s relationship. This is not the same as the allegorical approach to the Song, which assumes
that a relationship between a literal man and woman is not in any sense the real subject matter of the
Song—whether historically or fictionally.
With this background, let’s take a look at Jewish and Christian allegorical interpretation.

6c. ● Origins and basis of Jewish allegorical interpretation

July 6 Cont’d

It is hard to pin down the beginnings of the allegorical approach to the Song of Songs. Orthodox
Jewish interpreters themselves would debate this, believing that Solomon wrote it as allegory to begin
with—so that, as they see it, the interpretation has always properly been allegorical. However, the earliest
clear evidence we have of Jewish allegorical interpretation is the early medieval period. We’ll briefly
trace the development of this view among Jews and Christians and then note some examples of allegorical
reading.
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In his Hermeneia commentary, Roland Murphy points out: “The earliest stages in the interpretation
of the Song are far from certain. The relative poverty of our knowledge in this regard needs to be
emphasized, if only to counter the common assumption that the ‘history’ of interpretation begins with a
firm Jewish tradition of allegorical or spiritualizing exposition, in which the Song was understood to
celebrate the love between God and Israel, and that this tradition was simply taken over with slight
adaptation by the early church. The fact is, however, that we know very little about early Jewish readings
of the Song, apart from the quite literal renderings of it preserved in the Greek and Syriac translations….
While the Targum [an Aramaic explanatory paraphrase] and the Midrash Rabbah to the Song amply attest
Jewish symbolical exposition, these sources in their received forms date only to the Middle Ages, even if
some elements in them may plausibly be associated with second-century circumstances. In short, the
classical Jewish interpretation of the Song came to be ‘allegorical,’ but we are unable to trace the roots of
this interpretation with any certainty or even to be sure that it began in pre-Christian times” (pp. 12-14).
The Targum to the Song, “written between ca. A.D. 700 and 900…reads the Song as a redemptive
history that began with the Exodus and ends with a section on the description of the Messianic period
(7:14–8:7), but with two ‘flashbacks’ (8:8-10 and 8:11-14) to the days before the consummation of
history. [Commentator] R. Loewe argues that the Targum plays down the Messiah and his reign as part of
an anti-Christian polemic. By this time, Christians have appropriated a distinctive type of allegorical
interpretation of the Song, and Loewe notes [possible] swipes at it as well as implicit criticisms of Jewish
mystical interpretations of the Song” (NICOT, pp. 24-25). It is interesting to consider Jewish
interpretation as a reaction to early Catholic allegorizing, rather than Christians deriving the allegorical
approach from Jewish tradition. This may be, but one might wonder why the Jewish reaction would not
simply be to deny an allegorical approach altogether and affirm a natural marriage interpretation (as this
would seem to be no hindrance to Jewish sensibilities)—unless a Jewish allegorical or mystical
interpretation was already extant.
Predating the Targum is a relevant statement in the Mishnah, which was written down around A.D.
200. After quoting Song 3:11 about Solomon’s marriage, the Mishnah says that the day of his marriage
“refers to the day on which the Law was given [i.e., at Sinai], and ‘the day of the joy of his heart’ was that
when the building of the Temple was completed” (Taanith 4:8)—thus equating “Solomon” here to God in
His relationship with Israel. Earlier still was the statement the Mishnah records of Rabbi Akiva from
around the year 100, quoted at the outset of our introduction, that refers to the Song of Songs as the “Holy
of Holies” among the holy writings. There is some disagreement as to whether the writings here are the
Writings division of Scripture or the entire Hebrew Bible. In favor of the latter as Akiva’s intent is his
accompanying statement that all the ages are not worth the day the Song was given to Israel. Elevating it
above the other Writings and probably the rest of Scripture (an errant conclusion either way to be sure),
Akiva almost certainly held to a figurative, spiritual interpretation of the Song. This is the earliest
evidence we have of a possible allegorical understanding of the Song.
A figurative view of the Song among rabbinic interpreters, whether allegorical or perhaps initially
typological, probably developed out of a desire to explain the book’s place in the Bible—given its lack of
reference to God or anything religious, its highly erotic nature and the problem of Solomon as the
celebrated husband, given his 1,000 women—as well as its connection to Passover and the Days of
Unleavened Bread. Akiva’s statement began with a rejection of the notion that there was some question
about the canonicity of the book. Some debate his remark, but we earlier cited a Mishnaic quote
attributing the writing down of the Song, along with Isaiah, Proverbs and Ecclesiastes, to Hezekiah and
his colleagues around 700 B.C.—showing that its place in Scripture was at least believed to extend that
far back. Furthermore, there is good reason to believe that compilation of the Old Testament was
completed with Ezra around 400 B.C.
Wrapped up in this matter is the interesting question of whether Ezra arranged the Megilloth, the
festival scrolls within the Writings division, in the order we have them today in Hebrew Bibles. The Song
of Songs is first among these festival scrolls, and is understood to correspond, as noted above, to Passover
and the Days of Unleavened Bread. While this associative placement may have been due merely to the
theme of spring and love in bloom throughout the Song, an association was in any case drawn between
the Song and the early spring festival period. If this association dates back to Ezra or before, it would
have fueled belief in an underlying spiritual connection between the Song and the meaning of the
Passover season (and verses describing God’s relationship with Israel as a marriage would have made this
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easier). Indeed, the Passover–Unleavened Bread connection may well lend support to a typological view
of the song, as Ezra himself may have been aware of such a connection if the arrangement was his doing
(with the guidance of the Holy Spirit).
Of course, a spiritual connection between Passover and the Song would not itself justify an
interpretation of full-blown allegory. For, as noted before, there is nothing in the Song itself that would
indicate that it should be read as an allegory. Again, a problem with Solomon’s role could have been a
factor here. In the allegorical approach his name is viewed not as his name at all, but as a designation for
God: “He to whom peace belongs.” Furthermore, the introduction of the pagan Greek allegorical method,
as referred to above, could also have been influential in driving a figurative reinterpretation of the Song.
While the Jews did not traditionally follow a pagan low view of the physical world, this was starting to
catch on among some in the late B.C. period. And even among those without a disdain for things of the
flesh, such matters as romance and marital love outside the sphere of religious regulation might still have
seemed an odd choice for the primary theme of a scriptural book.
Again, add to this the passages referring to a marriage relationship between God and Israel. And
perhaps of very significant influence was the allegorical and prophetic Song of the Vineyard in Isaiah 5:17, wherein Isaiah sings “a song of my Beloved regarding His vineyard” (verse 1)—the Beloved being
God and the vineyard being Israel. When Isaiah’s book was read, this song would probably have evoked
thoughts of the Song of Solomon, in which the man is the beloved and the woman refers to herself as a
vineyard.
After quoting Akiva regarding the Song of Songs being the “holy of holies,” the Jewish ArtScroll
Stone Edition Tanach’s introduction to the Song comments: “What is it about this song that raises it to so
lofty a plane? The question is especially perplexing if Song of Songs is taken literally, for it appears to be
a song of uncommon passion; it seems out of place among Scripture’s Books of prophecy and sacred
spirit…. To both the Sages of the Talmud and the classic commentators it was clear that Song of Songs is
an allegory, a duet of longing between God and Israel. That is why it is read publicly during Passover, the
time when Israel became God’s people.”
The same introduction stresses the Orthodox Jewish view that it is wrong to give any acceptance to
the literal view of the Song: “Its verses are so saturated with meaning that every commentator finds new
themes in its beautiful and cryptic words. All agree, however, that the truth of the Song is to be found only
in its allegory. That is why, in the interest of accuracy, our translation of the Song is different from that of
any other ArtScroll translation of Scripture. Although we provide the literal meaning as part of the
commentary, we translate the Song [as the main biblical text] according to [the 11th-century Jewish
commentator] Rashi’s allegorical translation” (emphasis added). It is utterly astonishing that a publisher
of the Bible would contend that an allegorical paraphrase is substituted for the actual biblical text for the
sake of accuracy! We will note some of this paraphrase shortly in looking at examples of the allegorical
interpretation.

6d. ● Tracing traditional Christian allegorical interpretation

July 6 Cont’d

As to Christian interpreters, it is not known exactly when they embraced an allegorical understanding
of the Song. It was eventually deemed to be supported by the New Testament metaphor of the Church as
the Bride of Christ (Ephesians 5:22-33; Revelation 18:23-24). This metaphor, incidentally, is not so
different from the Old Testament picture of God married to Israel, as may be supposed. For Christ was
the One known to Israel as God in the Old Testament, and the Church is a spiritually renewed Israel.
Thus, the relationship between God and His people is certainly described in terms of a marriage in both
the Old and New Testaments, and there is continuity between them.
Yet the Song of Solomon is not interpreted along these lines in the New Testament. In fact, the Song
does not appear to be referred to in the New Testament at all (though some attempt to tie the man
knocking on his wife’s door in Song 5:2 to Christ knocking on the Church’s door in Revelation 3:20).
Psalm 45 played a role in linking the Song with the Christ-Church relationship—as the psalm is a
love song (literally, in the Hebrew superscription, shir yedidot, “a song of loves”) of the royal wedding of
the Messiah and His Bride that the New Testament does cite in reference to Christ. Yet even if the
presence of the same symbolism in the Song of Songs could be proved, that of itself would not validate an
allegorical interpretation—only a typological one.
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The first evidence of Christian allegorizing of the Song comes from the commentary of the early
Catholic theologian Hippolytus of Rome (ca. A.D. 200), of which only parts have survived. Yet the one
who did the most to develop and promote this view was the aforementioned church father Origen, who,
shortly after Hippolytus, wrote a series of sermons and a 10-volume commentary on the book. Origen did
touch on the literal meaning of the Song, calling it “an epithalamium, or ‘wedding song,’ a song sung
before reaching the marriage bed. Yet…he quickly passes over the ‘literal’ level of the Song because, as
he puts it, ‘these things seem to me to afford no profit to the reader as far as the story goes; nor do they
maintain any continuous narrative such as we find in other Scripture stories. It is necessary, therefore,
rather to give them all a spiritual meaning’” (NICOT, p. 29).
Paul Tanner writes in the Dallas Theological Seminary journal Bibliotheca Sacra: “Origen was
influenced by the Jewish interpretation and by his elder contemporary Hippolytus, but he was also a
product of several philosophical forces at work in his day, namely, asceticism and Gnostic tendencies that
viewed the material world as evil. ‘Origen combined the Platonic and Gnostic attitudes toward sexuality
to denature the Canticle and transform it into a spiritual drama free from all carnality. The reader was
admonished to mortify the flesh and to take nothing predicated of the Song with reference to bodily
functions, but rather to apply everything toward the apprehension of the divine senses of the inner man’
[Pope, Anchor Bible, p. 115]” (“The History of Interpretation of the Song of Songs,” 1997, pp. 27-28). So
extremist were his views against sexuality “that it appears they moved Origen to undergo castration, and
what Origen did to his own body, he did, via allegorical interpretation, to the Song of Songs—he
‘desexed’ it” (NICOT, p. 29).
“Undoubtedly this diminished view of human sexuality, [which is grossly unbiblical yet was] so
prevalent in that day, fanned the flames of the allegorical interpretation of the Song. There were few
dissenting voices over the years [among Catholic writers]…. As Glickman points out [in his earlier book,
A Song for Lovers], ‘No less a theologian than Augustine fell into this error, genuinely espousing that the
only purpose for intercourse is the bearing of children and that before the fall of Adam it was not
necessary even for that’ [1976, p. 176]” (Tanner, p. 28). The same notions led to restricting priests from
marrying, a teaching the apostle Paul listed among “doctrines of demons” (1 Timothy 4:1-3).
“Jerome (331-420), who produced the Latin Vulgate, praised Origen and embraced most of his
views. As a result, he was instrumental in introducing the allegorical interpretation into the Western
churches. Bernard of Clairvaux (1090-1153) [principal advocate of the Second Crusade] preached eightysix sermons on the Song of Songs [around 170,000 Latin words! (NAC, p. 355)], covering only the first
two chapters. He was given to obsessive allegorical interpretation in an attempt to purge it of any
suggestion of ‘carnal lust’” (Tanner, p. 28). Ironically and amazingly, the Song became a favorite book
among those most vehemently opposed to human sexual expression. “The picture of monks and ascetics
pouring over a book of love poetry and claiming to find in it the most sublime philosophy is intriguing of
itself” (NAC, p. 355).
The rigid anti-sexual morality of Rome dominated Western civilization until recent centuries—as did
the allegorical interpretation of the Song—persisting, with the exception of priests or elders marrying,
through the Protestant Reformation and even the Enlightenment. The leading Protestant Reformer Martin
Luther held to allegory as the way to view the book—though in a different form, as we will note in the
next section. And the other major Reformer, John Calvin, “also abandoned his normal grammaticalhistorical mode of interpretation in the face of the Song of Songs. In this he was followed by the Puritans”
(NAC, p. 354).
While it is rather common to see interpreters freely refer to the erotic language of the book today, it
should be realized that up until the last century this would have been scandalous. Sexuality was just not
something that was openly discussed. And to suggest that Scripture celebrated it was deemed sacrilege.
Over the past two centuries, the allegorical approach to the Song has lost support in the face of the
increased acceptance of the natural and typological interpretations—to the point where “allegorization is
now widely acknowledged to be a false reading of the text” (p. 357). Yet there are still many Christians
who adhere to this interpretation.

7a. ● Allegorical examples

July 7

We turn now to some of the particulars within the allegorical approach, starting with Jewish
interpretation and progressing to traditional Christian interpretation.
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As mentioned earlier, Jewish allegory is first obvious in the Aramaic Targum to the Song. “The
Targum…interprets the book in five movements as an allegory of Israelite history. These are (1 [1:1–3:6])
the exodus, Sinai, and conquest; (2 [3:7–5:1]) the Solomonic temple; (3 [5:2–6:1]) Israel’s sin and exile;
(4 [6:2–7:11) the return and rebuilding of the temple; and (5 [7:12–8:14]) the dispersion in the Roman
Empire and expectation of the Messiah” (NAC, p. 353).
The New International Commentary tells us: “The Targum is too detailed and complex to give any
kind of running description of its contents [though an English translation may be read online at
http://ccat.sas.upenn.edu/%7Ejtreat/song/targum/]. We will satisfy our intentions by paraphrasing the
Targum’s interpretation of the opening section (1:2-9). The woman, Israel, begins by begging the man,
God, to kiss her. Israel desires relationship with God. She praises his reputation and asks him to take her
into his private room. The bedroom is Palestine, the promised land. This opening unit then refers to the
Exodus from Egypt. The kissing itself is the giving of the Law and therefore refers to the revelation of
God at Sinai. However, in the wilderness they also sinned by worshipping the golden calf. The girl’s
confession of blackness is an acknowledgement of this sin of idolatry. Verses 7-8 describes Moses’
concern about Israel’s future fidelity to the Lord and his warning to them. Verse 9, the reference to the
woman as similar to Pharaoh’s mare, brings to mind the crossing of the Red Sea. In this manner the
Targum…continues through the redemptive history of the Old Testament” (p. 25). This outline was
followed by the medieval Jewish commentators, including the previously mentioned Rashi.
There is really no better way to see the allegorical method at work than to read specific examples.
Here is chapter 1 of the Song, with the medieval commentator Rashi’s “translation” from the ArtScroll
Bible (in parallel to the NIV text, with a few bracketed inserts added to speaker notations for clarity or to
point out disputed ones):
New International Version

ArtScroll (Following Rashi)

[Title]
1 Solomon’s Song of Songs.

Prologue
1 The song that excels all songs dedicated to God,
Him to Whom peace belongs:
Israel in exile to God
2 Communicate Your innermost wisdom to me
again in loving closeness, for Your love is dearer to
me than all earthly delights.
3 Like the scent of goodly oils is the spreading
fame of Your great deeds; Your very name is
“Flowing Oil,” therefore have nations loved You.
4 Upon perceiving a mere hint that You wished to
draw me {near}, we rushed with perfect faith after
You into the wilderness. The King brought me into
His cloud-pillared chamber; whatever our travail,
we shall always be glad and rejoice in Your Torah.
We recall Your love more than earthly delights,
unrestrainedly do they love You.
Israel to the nations
5 Though I am black with sin, I am comely with
virtue, O nations destined to ascend to Jerusalem;
though sullied as the tents of Kedar, I will be
immaculate as the draperies of Him to Whom
peace belongs.
6 Do not view me with contempt despite my
swarthiness, for it is but the sun which has glared
upon me. The alien children of my mother incited
me and made me a keeper of the vineyards of
idols, but the vineyard of my own true God I did not
keep.
Israel to God
7 Tell me, O You Whom my soul loves: Where will
You graze Your flocks? Where will You rest them
under the fiercest sun of harshest exile? Why shall

Beloved [Woman]
2 Let him kiss me with the kisses of his mouth—for
your love is more delightful than wine.
3 Pleasing is the fragrance of your perfumes; your
name is like perfume poured out. No wonder the
maidens love you!
4 Take me away with you—let us hurry! Let the
king bring me into his chambers.
Friends
We rejoice and delight in you; we will praise your
love more than wine.
Beloved [Woman]
How right they are to adore you!
[To the daughters of Jerusalem]
5 Dark am I, yet lovely, O daughters of Jerusalem,
dark like the tents of Kedar, like the tent curtains of
Solomon.
6 Do not stare at me because I am dark, because I
am darkened by the sun. My mother’s sons were
angry with me and made me take care of the
vineyards; my own vineyard I have neglected.
[To her lover]
7 Tell me, you whom I love, where you graze your
flock and where you rest your sheep at midday.
Why should I be like a veiled woman beside the
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I be like one veiled in mourning among the flocks of
Your fellow shepherds?
God responds to Israel
8 If you know not where to graze, O fairest of
nations, follow the footsteps of the sheep, your
forefathers, who traced a straight, unswerving path
after My Torah. Then you can graze your tender
kids even among the dwellings of foreign
shepherds.

Friends [? – or Lover, the Man]
8 If you do not know, most beautiful of women,
follow the tracks of the sheep and graze your
young goats by the tents of the shepherds.

Lover [Man]
9 I liken you, my darling, to a mare harnessed to
one of the chariots of Pharaoh.
10 Your cheeks are beautiful with earrings, your
neck with strings of jewels.

9 With My mighty steeds who battled Pharaoh’s
riders I revealed that you are My beloved.
10 Your cheeks are lovely with rows of gems, your
neck with necklaces, My gifts to you from the
splitting sea,
11 by inducing Pharaoh to engage in pursuit, to
add circlets of gold to your spangles of silver.
Israel about God
12 While the King was yet at Sinai my malodorous
deed gave forth its scent as my Golden Calf defiled
the covenant.
13 But my Beloved responded with a bundle of
myrrh, the fragrant atonement of erecting a
Tabernacle where His Presence would dwell
between the Holy Ark’s staves.
14 Like a cluster of henna in En-gedi vineyards has
my Beloved multiplied His forgiveness to me.
15 He said, “I forgive you, My friend, for you are
lovely in deed and lovely in resolve. The righteous
among you are loyal as a dove.”
Israel to God
16 It is You who are lovely, my Beloved, so
pleasant that You pardoned my sin enabling our
Temple to make me ever fresh.

11 We will make you earrings of gold, studded with
silver.
Beloved [Woman]
12 While the king was at his table, my perfume
spread its fragrance.
13 My lover is to me a sachet of myrrh resting
between my breasts.
14 My lover is to me a cluster of henna blossoms
from the vineyards of En Gedi.
Lover [Man]
15 How beautiful you are, my darling! Oh, how
beautiful! Your eyes are doves.
Beloved [Woman]
16 How handsome you are, my lover! Oh, how
charming! And our bed is verdant.
Lover [Man? – or Woman]
17 The beams of our house are cedars; our rafters
are firs.

17 The beams of our houses are cedar, our panels
are cypresses.

As appealing as such an interpretive method may seem given the various difficulties of the Song’s
text, this approach actually magnifies the difficulties—vastly. Foremost here is the issue of there being no
rules governing interpretation, except perhaps to not directly contradict other parts of Scripture. In any
case, allegorizing quickly becomes an exercise of the imagination, as is well illustrated above. Consider
verse 12. How does “my perfume spread its fragrance” become “my malodorous deed gave forth its scent
as my Golden Calf defiled the covenant”? Or verse 13. How does a pouch of myrrh between the woman’s
breasts become God’s presence dwelling at the point of atonement between the poles of the Ark of the
Covenant? Such are the vagaries of allegory. And to think that this is promoted in the ArtScroll
introduction as more “accurate” than the biblical text itself!
It should be further noted that there have been variant allegorical approaches among Jewish
commentators. The 12th-century Jewish sage Maimonides “was the first to argue that the Song is a poem
about the love between God and the individual human soul, not corporate Israel…. Maimonides’ ideas are
at the root of the philosophical/mystical approach to the Song” (NICOT, p. 26 footnote). “One (among
many) alternative Jewish allegorizations of the song was that of D.I. Abravanel (sixteenth century), who
regarded it as Solomon’s song of his love for wisdom. Thus only the bride was allegorized. [The 12thcentury rabbi] Ibn Ezra interpreted 7:2 in a somewhat analogous fashion: ‘Your navel’ was taken as a
reference to the Great Sanhedrin, ‘blended wine’ was the law, and ‘Your waist is a mound of wheat’ was
taken to allude to the Little Sanhedrin” (NAC., p. 353). Again, there are no constraints on this manner of
interpretation.
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The same goes for Christian allegorizing. Besides the predominant general approach of seeing the
characters of the song as representing Christ and the Church (whether collectively or individually), there
are other general approaches. Within Catholic circles, for instance, many have seen the bride of the song
as Mary, the mother of Jesus. “For instance, ‘you are altogether beautiful, my darling, and there is no
blemish in you’ (4:7), is used to support the doctrine of the immaculate conception of Mary” (Tanner, pp.
28-29). Likewise, Song 6:4 is interpreted as “Mary as beautiful in her holiness, like Jerusalem in that
peace between God and man came through her, and awesome in that she was surrounded by a troop of
angels. Recent Roman Catholic interpreters, however, have turned away from this mode of allegorization”
(NAC, p. 354). Another Catholic interpretation is that “the Song teaches the ‘mystical marriage’ of the
union of the soul with God when the loving awareness of God becomes most transcendent and
permanent…. A variation…is that the Song refers to the mystical union that [supposedly] takes place
between the soul and Christ during Holy Communion” (pp. 29-30).
The Protestant Reformer Martin Luther, “while rejecting the normal allegorical interpretation [of
bride and groom as Christ and the Church] was still not able to embrace the literal erotic sense of the
book. So he ‘propounded the theory that the bride of the Song is the happy and peaceful [political] State
under Solomon’s rule and that the Song is a hymn in which Solomon thanks God for the divine gift of
obedience’ [Pope, p. 126]” (Tanner, p. 29).
Most, however, continued to follow a Christ-Church interpretation. Some even saw the Song as a
rather detailed prophetic narrative of church history: “Some commentaries, somewhat like the Targum,
see the Song of Songs as an allegorical history of redemption. [The 17th-century Puritan expositor
Thomas] Brightman divided the song into two parts: 1:1–4:6, the true church from David to the death of
Christ, and 4:7–8:14, from A.D. 34 to the second advent. [Writing on the Song later the same century, the
German Reformed theologian] Johannes Cocceius saw it as a history of the church that particularly
emphasized the Protestant Reformation” (NAC, p. 354). In Brightman’s commentary, “the beginnings of
Protestantism appear in [Song] 5:8 which was applied to the multitudes who flocked to Peter Waldo to
seek the Beloved in 1160. In 5:9-10 Christ appears at the battle of the Albigenses against the antiChristian bands of [Pope] Innocent the Third” (Pope, Anchor Bible, p. 128). And so it goes.
Within traditional Christianity, interpretations of the Song’s details through the ages have been rather
varied, yet the following examples give a general sense. “Typical allegorizations are that the kisses (1:2)
are the word of God, the dark skin of the girl (1:5) is sin, her breasts (7:7) are the church’s nurturing
doctrine, her two lips (4:11) are law and gospel, and the ‘army with banners’ (6:4) is the church as the
enemy of Satan” (NAC, p. 353). Furthermore: “The one who is brought into the king’s chambers (1:4) is
said to be those whom Christ has wedded and brought into His church. The breasts in 4:5 are taken to be
the Old and New Covenants, and the ‘hill of frankincense’ in 4:6 [likely an erotic symbol] is said to speak
of the eminence to which those who crucify fleshly desires are exalted” (Tanner, p. 27)—that is, in the
latter case, almost the exact opposite of the intent derived from a natural reading!
Such interpretation can thus be downright bizarre—ranging quite far from what is actually written.
Consider the mentioning of the woman’s beautiful teeth as shorn and washed sheep bearing twins in Song
4:2 and 6:6. “The Targumists made these to be the Priests and Levites who ate the sacrifices” (Coffman’s
Commentaries, note on 4:2). Furthermore, “several early Christian interpreters, following [early Catholic
theologian] Gregory of Nyssa, took the teeth to mean the Doctors of the Church who grind down the hard
sayings and dogmas of the Faith to make them suitable for reception by the body of Christians who are
shorn and free of encumbrance…. Augustine saw the teeth as the teachers cutting away the converts from
their former superstitions, the washing as Holy Baptism, and the twins as the love of God and of one’s
neighbor. Aponius related the upper and lower rows of teeth to the books of the Old and New Testament”
(Pope, pp. 462-463, note on 4:2). These conclusions are surely utter nonsense.

7b. ● Evaluation of the allegorical approach

July 7 Cont’d

Tanner comments: “Despite the popularity of the allegorical method, it suffers most from the novelty
of suggestion and lack of consensus of meaning. The fanciful interpretations lack objectivity as well as
any means of validation…. The eighty concubines referred to in Song of Songs 6:8 have been interpreted
as eighty heresies destined to plague the church, but there is no validation of this suggestion anywhere
outside the Song. The bride’s two breasts in 4:5 and 7:8 have been variously interpreted as ‘the church
from which we feed; the two testaments, Old and New; the twin precepts of love of God and neighbor;
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and the Blood and the Water. Gregory of Nyssa found in them the outer and the inner man, united in one
sentient being” (p. 30). Once again, there are simply no constraints for this method of interpretation
beyond the imaginations of the individual interpreters. As Murphy remarks, “Despite the pretense of
exegetical precision, exaggeration and uncontrolled fantasy seem to be flaws endemic to allegorical
exposition” (p. 93).
The lack of consensus Tanner mentions is also worthy of note. As commentator Othmar Keel has
astutely observed, “If two allegorizers ever agree on the interpretation of a verse it is only because one
has copied from the other” (The Song of Songs, 1994, Continental Commentaries, p. 8). The point is that
one does not naturally arrive at a particular allegorical interpretation among the endless possible varieties
the mind can concoct. Conclusions are extremely subjective, as we see abundantly in virtually every
attempt at allegorizing this book.
Tanner continues: “Proponents of the allegorical method claim that Scripture elsewhere uses an
allegorical method (e.g., Ps 45 and Isa 51:1–17 are said to have allegorical overtones). Also they say
Scripture elsewhere uses the marriage relationship to depict a greater spiritual truth, as in the prophets
where the marriage relationship bears an analogy to Yahweh’s position toward Israel (Isa 54:6; 61:10).
[Hassel] Bullock [in his Introduction to the Old Testament Poetic Books, 1988] points out that because
the book is profuse with symbolism and figures of speech, it lends itself readily to a nonliteral
interpretation. This can be illustrated from the perceptive analysis of [Song commentator Robert] Gordis
on 2:4–5: ‘When, for example, the maiden, in 2:4f., announces that she is faint with love and asks to be
sustained with raisins and apples, she is calling for concrete food, to be sure, but at the same time, by her
choice of fruits that are symbolic of love, she is indicating that only the satisfaction of her desires will
bring her healing’ [The Song of Songs and Lamentations, 1974]. Bullock concludes, ‘Such extravagant
symbolism tends to push the interpreter in the direction of allegory or typology, because the richness of
the symbols seems difficult to exhaust by means of a literal interpretation.’
“However, the Song of Songs makes no suggestion that it should be interpreted allegorically. The
presence of figures of speech does not permit interpreters to veer into unrestrained allegorical treatment of
the text…. As for symbolic use of the husband-bride picture elsewhere in Scripture, one should observe
the uniqueness of such instances. [Roland Harrison’s Introduction to the Old Testament (1969) notes:] ‘A
fundamental objection to allegorical method, based upon other Old Testament Scriptures…is that when
the male-female relationship is employed allegorically it is clearly indicated as such, whereas in Canticles
there is no hint of an allegorical approach’” (p. 30).
The New American Commentary says that allegorical interpretation where no clear allegory is
present “is not intrinsic to biblical thinking but is an alien method to interpret the text out of regard for
philosophic assumptions that are themselves unbiblical…. It is best suited to a Gnostic, not an orthodox,
Christianity” (pp. 356-357). Note also: “The text most commonly alleged to validate allegorical
hermeneutics [i.e., interpretive methods] is Gal[atians] 4:21-23, where Paul used the births of Ishmael and
Isaac and their respective mothers as allegoroumena (allegorized figures, v. 24). Despite Paul’s use of the
term…however, he did not engage in the kind of allegorism advocated by the Alexandrian school and
their followers” (p. 356, footnote). Indeed, Paul symbolically interpreted only a few features of the story
of the people here—not the entire account of them in Genesis and certainly not to the point of rendering
the literal reading of Genesis irrelevant. His exposition is closer to typology. As Leonhard Goppelt
explains in Typos: The Typological Interpretation of the Old Testament in the New: “Only certain aspects
of [Paul’s] exposition come close to being allegorical as we conceive of it. His exposition is entirely
confined to a typological comparison of historical facts” (1982, pp. 139-140, quoted in NAC, pp. 356-357,
footnote).
The New American Commentary stresses another important point: “The strongest refutation of the
allegorical interpretation of the Song of Songs, however, is in the obviously sexual nature of the language.
Fairly unambiguous allusions to love play appear in the text (e.g., 5:1). Such language is simply
inappropriate as a description of the love between God and his people, other biblical metaphors
notwithstanding. The very beginning of the song, ‘Let him kiss me with the kisses of his mouth,’ implies
that this is not divine-human love. We can hardly imagine Christ describing his love for the church in the
terms of 7:7-8 [where the man speaks of shinnying up the woman as a palm tree to take hold of her
breasts]. While the Bible does speak of the people of God as his bride, it never indulges in explicitly
sexual imagery to describe the relationship. However good one’s intentions may be, sexual language
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should not be brought into the vocabulary of worship and devotion via allegorism or any other means.
The linking of religious adoration to erotic impulses is a mark of paganism [with its amorous deities and
temple prostitution] and can only be regarded as a dangerous intrusion into the Christian understanding of
life and worship. The two spheres of sexuality and devotion to God should not be confounded or
intermingled lest both suffer distortion” (p. 357).
Despite the problems with the allegorical approach and its widespread rejection today, it still has, as
noted before, many adherents. The force of history with regard to the Song’s interpretation has had quite
an impact—even on the Church of God in modern times. There has been a tendency among some within
the Church to accept the Song as the allegory of the relationship between Christ and the Church that
traditional Christianity has purported it to be. Making the problem here more difficult to see is that the
allegories drawn within the Church of God tradition usually relate true details—because they are based on
sound interpretations of other clearer passages of Scripture. But these details, as true as they may be, may
have nothing to do with the message of the Song of Solomon. It is most likely that Solomon himself, or
whoever the author on the human level was, did not intend them. And it is certainly questionable whether
God intended, by inspiration, to convey these details through this particular book—even if He did intend
to convey them elsewhere. (There may be some typological parallels to the Christ-Church relationship in
the Song, as we will later discuss. But this is quite different from allegorizing the book.)
It would be instructive to reflect here on the words of commentator Adam Clarke. Writing in the
early 1800s, Clarke boldly departed in his “Introduction to the Canticles, or Song of Solomon” from the
allegorical interpretation that prevailed at the time. He said (in his unabridged version): “I had for a long
time hesitated whether I should say any thing on this book; not because I did not think I understood its
chief design and general meaning, for of this I really have no doubt, but because I did not understand it as
a spiritual allegory, representing the loves of Christ and his Church. I must own I see no indubitable
ground for this opinion. And is it of no moment whether the doctrines drawn from it, by those who
allegorize and spiritualize it, be indubitably founded on it or not? The doctrines may be true in
themselves, (which is indeed more than can be said of those of most of its interpreters,) but is it not a very
solemn, and indeed awful thing to say, This [particular verse] is the voice of Christ to his Church, This
[other verse] is the voice of the Church to Christ, &c., &c., when there is no proof from God, nor from
any other portion of his word, that these things are so?” (Clarke’s Commentary: Vol. 2: Job to Malachi,
1977, p. 843).
Just prior to this he remarked regarding the Song: “After all that has been said, I am fully of [the]
opinion it is not once referred to in the New Testament. But this is no proof of its not being canonical, as
there are other books, on which there is no doubt, that are in the same predicament. But still, if it refer so
distinctly to Christ and his Church, as some suppose, it certainly would not have been passed over by both
evangelists and apostles [in the New Testament] without pointed and especial notice; and particularly if it
points out the love of Christ to his Church, and the whole economy of God’s working in reference to the
salvation of the souls of men” (p. 843).
Dismissing an allegorizing approach to the Song, he continued (writing at a time when public
discussion of sexual matters was unthinkable): “It is much better, therefore, if explained or illustrated at
all, to take it in its literal meaning, and explain it in its general sense. I say general sense, because there
are many passages in it which should not be explained, if taken literally, the references being too delicate;
and [Middle] Eastern phraseology on such subjects is too vivid for European imaginations. Let any
sensible and pious medical man read over this book, and, if at all acquainted with Asiatic phraseology,
say whether it would be proper, even in medical language, to explain all the descriptions and allusions in
this poem” (p. 843).
Essentially castigating fellow interpreters, Clarke later poignantly assessed: “It is curious to see the
manner in which many preachers and commentators attempt to expound this book. They first assume that
the book refers to Christ and his Church; his union with human nature; his adoption of the Gentiles; and
his everlasting love to elect souls, gathered out of both people; then take the words bride, bridegroom,
spouse, love, watchmen, shepherds, tents, door, lock, &c., &c., and, finding some words either similar or
parallel, in other parts of the sacred writings, which have there an allegorical meaning, contend that those
here are to be similarly understood; and what is spoken of those apply to these; and thus, in fact, are
explaining other passages of Scripture in their own way, while professing to explain the Canticles! What
eminent talents, precious time, great pains, and industry, have been wasted in this way!” (p. 849).
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Indeed, Clarke in his earlier introductory comments issued a stern warning, which is still valid today:
“The principal part of the commentators on this book, especially those who have made it their separate
study, have in general taken it for granted that their mode of interpretation is incontrovertible; and have
proceeded to spiritualize every figure and every verse as if they had a Divine warrant for all they have
said. Their conduct is dangerous; and the result of their well-intentioned labours has been of very little
service to the cause of Christianity in general, or to the interests of true morality in particular” (pp. 843844).
Addressing the idea of starting from an allegorical premise, he asks: “Why then assume the thing that
should be proved; and then build doctrines on it, and draw inferences from it, as if the assumption had
been demonstrated? Were this mode of interpretation to be applied to the Scriptures in general, (and why
not, if legitimate here?) in what a state would religion soon be! Who could see any thing certain,
determinate, and fixed in the meaning of the Divine oracles, when fancy and imagination must be the
standard interpreters? God has not left his word to man’s will in this way. Every attempt, however wellintentioned, to revive this thriftless, not to say dangerous, Origenian method of seducing the Scriptures to
particular creeds and purposes, should be regarded with jealousy; and nothing received as the doctrine of
the Lord but what may be derived from those plain words of the Most High which lie most on a level with
the capacities of mankind. Allegory, metaphor, and figures in general, where the design is clearly
indicated, which is the case with all those employed by the sacred writers, may come in to illustrate and
more forcibly to apply Divine truth; but to extort celestial meanings from a whole book, where no such
indication is given, is most certainly not the way to arrive at the knowledge of the true God, and of Jesus
Christ whom he has sent” (p. 845). This is impeccably sensible.
In summary, Clarke gave this bold assessment of the Song of Solomon (most of the words here
forming the conclusion to his abridged introduction in the one-volume version of his commentary): “The
conviction on my mind and the conclusion to which I have conscientiously arrived, are the result of
frequent examination, careful reading, and close thinking, at intervals, for nearly fifty years; and however
I may be blamed by some, and pitied by others, I must say, and I say it as fearlessly as I do
conscientiously, that in this inimitably fine elegant Hebrew ode I see nothing of Christ and his Church,
and nothing that appears to have been intended to be thus understood; and nothing, if applied in this way,
that, per se, can promote the interests of vital godliness, or cause the simple and sincere not to ‘know
Christ after the flesh.’ Here I conscientiously stand. May God help me!” (p. 844).
Yet Clarke, in his zeal to counter the excesses of allegorizing, may have overstepped here in the
opposite direction. For many who reject the allegorical approach still maintain that there is something of
Christ and the Church in the Song—and this is not at all unreasonable. We refer, of course, to the
typological approach. Clarke himself allowed for the possibility of spiritual parallels with Christ’s love
for mankind and the relationship between God and Israel—but he thought it unfruitful to inordinately
expound on such, this being very subjective (pp. 848-849). And indeed, extreme caution must be
exercised here, as we will see.

8a. ● The typological approach to the Song

July 8

In the typological (or typical) view, a lesser type or prototype character or situation is understood to
correspond to a greater antitype, often in a prophetic sense. “Our English word type, in the sense that it is
used here, comes from the Greek word typos, meaning either a pattern, or the thing produced from the
pattern…. The related word antitypos ‘antitype’ means ‘corresponding to something that has gone
before’” (Carr, p. 24). Often we see the former in the Old Testament and the latter revealed in the New.
“Thus the New Testament fulfillment, or ‘antitype,’ corresponds to the material presented in the Old
Testament original, the ‘type’” (p. 24). Both these terms occur in the New Testament. Paul described
Adam, head of the human race, as a “type” of Jesus Christ, head of a redeemed humanity (Romans 5:1415)—Christ thus being the antitype. And Peter described baptism as an “antitype” of the deliverance of
Noah’s family through the Great Flood (1 Peter 3:20-21), that past deliverance being the type.
Given the many concrete examples of this manner of interpretation in the New Testament, many
Christian interpreters believe that type-antitype parallelism can be found even if not explicitly spelled out
in the New Testament. Jewish interpreters in embracing typology have looked for antitypes not in the
New Testament of course, but elsewhere in the prophecies of the Hebrew Scriptures and in the historical
circumstances of the Jewish people.
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Dr. Carr points out regarding the typological approach: “Many writers and interpreters make no
distinction between this method and allegory, but there is a clear difference which needs to be recognized.
Whereas allegory denies or ignores the historicity or factualness of the Old Testament account and
imposes a deeper, hidden or spiritual meaning on the text, typology recognizes the validity of the Old
Testament account in its own right, but then finds in that account a clear, parallel link with some event or
teaching in [other passages, this predominantly for Christians meaning in] the New Testament which the
Old Testament account foreshadows…. The typical interpretation does not provide a ‘different’ meaning
that replaces the one the text appears to present, but gives an added dimension to the sense already present
in the text. This is similar to the so-called ‘dual fulfillment’ of the Messianic prophecies of the Old
Testament” (p. 24).
There are some similarities between the allegorical and typological approaches. Chief among these
is a general figurative interpretation. Indeed, the general overview interpretations of the Song of Songs in
the allegorical approaches would be considered typological if they were not accompanied by extensive
figurative interpretation of everything in the Song in disregard of its surface meaning. Thus, the main
similarity here highlights a key difference—the degree of correspondence between the story in question
and its ultimate fulfillment.
Commentator Franz Delitzsch, who held to a literal, dramatic understanding of the Song in
combination with a typological view, had this to say in his introduction: “The book is not an allegory, and
Solomon is by no means an [allegorical depiction] of God. But the congregation is truly a bride (Jer. 2:2;
Isa. 62:5), and Solomon a type of the Prince of peace (Isa. 9:5; Luke 11:31), and marriage a mystery, viz.,
as a pattern of the loving relation of God and His Christ to the church (Eph. 5:32). The Song has
consequently not only a historical-ethical, but also a typico-mystical meaning. But one must be on his
guard against introducing again the allegorical interpretation…under the misleading title of the typical
interpretation. The typical interpretation proceeds on the idea that the type and the antitype do not exactly
coincide; the mystical [component here is] that the heavenly stamps itself in the earthly, but is yet at the
same time immeasurably different from it. Besides, the historico-ethical interpretation [i.e., the plain
sense of the text] is to be regarded as the proper business of the interpreter. But because Solomon is a
type…of the spiritual David in his glory [i.e., the Messiah on David’s throne], and earthly love a shadow
of the heavenly, and the Song a part of sacred history and canonical Scripture, we will not omit here and
there to indicate that the love subsisting between Christ and His church shadows itself forth in it” (Keil &
Delitzsch, Commentary on the Old Testament, introduction to the Song of Songs).
Of course, variant ideas about Solomon’s role in the literal story impact the overall typological
interpretation of the Song. Those who view him as the lover in the Song would typologically see him as
representing Christ, as Delitzsch does. Yet typology advocates who embrace the shepherd hypothesis see
Solomon cast in quite a different role. This perspective views the Church and Christ as symbolized by the
Shulamite and her often-unseen shepherd husband—Jesus being the Bridegroom and the Good Shepherd
of His flock in this age. Solomon, on the contrary, is seen to represent the world or even the powerful
ruler of the world, Satan the devil, attempting to seduce the woman (the Church) with worldly wealth and
station—yet she remains faithful to her shepherd husband.
We should note the more restrained nature of typological interpretation, as concerning a more overall
approach. Of course, some of the specifics of the storyline may be types as well—and that is a reasonable
avenue of study. It is when interpreters become too specific in such analysis where typology is not even
hinted at that the unrestrained interpretation characteristic of allegory springs up in this methodology as
well.
Delitzsch’s caution about not allowing typological reading to turn into allegorizing is an important
one. Indeed, some commentators refer to typology as a back-door reintroduction of allegorization. This
occurs when interpreters who embrace the literal meaning of a text as well as a general symbolic meaning
overreach in interpreting far too many details in symbolic terms. Gledhill gives the same caution: “Those
who interpret the Song following the typological analogies used by the Old Testament prophets and the
New Testament apostles, need to take care that their exposition does not blossom into the uncontrolled
extravaganza of extreme allegorism (i.e. the sort of thing that makes the voice of the turtle dove (2:12) the
preaching of the apostles; the little foxes (2:15) the sins that spoil the church; the mountain of myrrh
(4:12) the hill of Calvary and so on)” (p. 34). All the points against such a tendency in regard to allegory,
including Adam Clarke’s stern warnings, can be brought to bear here as well. In both cases, such
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unconstrained interpretation is an exercise of the imagination—even if the conclusions are true in
themselves, being taken from other passages. Likewise, the previously mentioned danger of eroticizing
the Christ-Church relationship through becoming too exhaustive in drawing parallels must be avoided.
Frankly, we must even be cautious in holding a typological view of a passage (or book) altogether
when the New Testament gives no clear indication that it should be taken that way. Jesus did say that the
Old Testament Scriptures testify of Him (John 5:39; Luke 24:27, 44). But does that mean every line? In
this regard, Carr lists the following valid principles: “1. When the New Testament writers, under the
guidance of the Holy Spirit, selected certain Old Testament texts and applied them to Jesus, etc., their
application and interpretation are correct. 2. It is not legitimate, however, to say therefore that all the Old
Testament or even other specific texts must also be interpreted the same way. Where the New Testament
does not make these connections we are not required to either. 3. This does not mean that the rest of the
Old Testament may not speak of Christ; it means only that it does not necessarily speak of Christ, even
though there is a long tradition of such exegesis in the church. 4. Careful attention needs to be given to
vocabulary, meaning, grammar and context before one can legitimately argue that any given text or
passage be interpreted Christologically” (p. 28).
Carr then goes on to compare the vocabulary of the Song of Solomon with that of the other Old
Testament love song, Psalm 45, which the New Testament quotes from as referring to Christ (Hebrews
1:8-9). He points out that Psalm 45 has a high number of religious terms identifying it with the divine
messianic King—terms absent from the Song of Solomon. This, of course, does not rule out a typological
interpretation of the Song—but it should rule out a firm or dogmatic position on the matter.
As Tanner comments: “Admittedly Scripture does at times utilize typical fulfillment, and certain
verses or passages may be typico-prophetic (e.g., Ps 22). In fact Solomon is used as a type of Christ
elsewhere (2 Sam 7:12–17; 23:1–7; Ps 72; cf. Matt 12:42). The typical view then does have some claim to
legitimacy and is certainly more viable than the allegorical method by the mere fact that it is much more
restrained [that is, as long as it remains so]. The question, however, is not whether typical interpretation is
valid but whether the Song should be so interpreted. The text itself gives no indication that it is intended
as typology, nor is there any indication from the New Testament that the Song is to be interpreted or
applied Christologically. Thus to interpret the Song of Songs by the typical view is to do so at the
interpreter’s suggestion, not that of Scripture itself” (pp. 32-33).
Furthermore, it should be realized that there are possible conflicts with a typological view of the
Song’s love story when considering the apparent plot progression. Recall that the central point in the
Song in 4:16–5:1 is apparently a sexual encounter—perhaps the marriage consummation. Many
understand the events recorded after this in 5:2-7 to be within the context of marriage—after conjugal
relations have commenced. This passage concerns a problem between the lovers, who again many see as
married, leading to a period of separation and the woman being wounded, whether real or imagined. How
is this supposed to fit into the relationship of Christ and the Church? Their divine wedding and marriage
supper will not come until Christ’s future return, at which time the Church will be raised in perfection.
There will be no problems whatsoever between Christ and His Church after their wedding—and the
Church will no longer be subject to physical or mental suffering.
Of course, it is conceivable that 5:2-7 is a flashback to premarital life. Alternatively, it may be that
the consummation in 4:16–5:1 points typologically to the earlier union of Christ and His Church in this
age through the Holy Spirit—as Paul drew a parallel between becoming one flesh in physical union to
being one spirit with the Lord (see 1 Corinthians 6:15-17). On the other hand, some argue that the marital
intimacy of 4:16–5:1 is not actually achieved within the plot of the Song—rather, that it is a central focus
only in the sense of anticipation, still longed for at the end of the Song in 8:14. Yet picking and choosing
between such possibilities may amount to nothing more than attempts to make everything fit the
preconceived typological notion. Indeed, the difficulties in merely comprehending the story in the Song
might seem to call the overall typological approach into question. On the other hand, perhaps the typology
applies to segments of the Song and not to the overall plot, though this would seem odd, given the poetic
union of the entire work.
It should not be forgotten, however, that a seemingly major point in favor of a typological
understanding is the association of the Song with Passover and the Days of Unleavened Bread, which
goes back at least as far as the arrangement of the Old Testament—when the Song was placed first among
the Megilloth or festival scrolls. The parallel terms in the Song of the Vineyard (Isaiah 5:1-7) also
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constitute a point in favor. So there may well be glimpses of the relationship between God and His people
in the Song. And even apart from that, there are at least concepts of the Song that can be applied to that
relationship, as will be noted in the concluding section of our introduction.
Again, it is best to take no firm position on the matter of typology in the Song, especially in terms of
degree. In any case, contrary to the opinion of many, a symbolic interpretation is not necessary to justify
the Song’s place in Scripture, as we will see.

8b. ● The cultic-mythological approach

July 8 Cont’d

In the early 20th century a few scholars came to believe the Song was derived from pagan fertility
worship. We here give only brief attention to this notion, which is surely wrong.
Whereas, as has been noted, there are apparent parallels between the Song of Songs and ancient
Egyptian love poetry, this poetry is mostly of a secular nature. Some have seen other parallels in the
language of the “sacred marriage” hymns of Mesopotamia and Canaan, which are religious rather than
secular—as they speak of sexual love between god and goddess and were employed in fertility rites.
These may contain a few common love motifs that can help elucidate some imagery in the Song, as we
will later see. Yet the aforementioned scholars went beyond this to assume that the Song was originally a
pagan hymn itself—used by Israel in periods of apostasy and later stripped of overt pagan elements.
In this view, the Song is taken allegorically, though not in any traditional sense. For it was proposed
that the Song originally described the love not of real people but of the Babylonian sun god Tammuz and
the moon goddess Ishtar. Tammuz, sometimes equated with Baal or Adonis, was apparently referred to as
Dod (meaning “Beloved” or “Lover,” like dod in the Song) and as Shulman (taken to be parallel to
Shelomoh, or Solomon), while one of Ishtar’s guises was the war goddess Shala or Shulmanitu, seen by
some as a feminine counterpart to Shulman and supposedly parallel to Shulamith or the Shulamite in the
Song. The sexual fertility ritual reenacted the ancient myth of Ishtar’s search for her dead lover in the
underworld, raising him to life in sexual union and thereby ensuring the fertility of the land.
A leading proponent of this view of the Song was Theophile Meek, who gave this opinion in his
introduction to the Song in The Interpreter’s Bible (Vol. 5, 1956). He was of course fiercely criticized,
“yet his theory attracted a substantial following among cuneiformists and biblical scholars alike, in large
measure because it seemed to ‘explain’ diverse features of the Song’s themes and hyperbolic language
and also to draw early Israel’s cult more tightly into the orbit of other ancient Near Eastern religious
traditions and practices” (Murphy, p. 40). However, it did not really explain things so well, and adherents
of this view have declined since the middle of the 20th century.
The New American Commentary points out: “This interpretation suffers from four major weaknesses.
First, Song of Songs lacks a number of major motifs associated with the fertility cult. Most important here
is the absence of any reference to a dying and rising god. Nor does the Song hint that the sexuality of the
couple helps to induce fertility. [Indeed, though the Song extols sexual love in marriage, there is no
mention or even implication of fertility or childbearing at all.] Second, cultic interpretations are seldom
compelling. As [Brevard] Childs notes, ‘Subtle use of erotic imagery in the biblical poem is far removed
from the crass ‘explanations’ of the book’s alleged original meaning’ [Old Testament Theology in a
Canonical Context, 1985, p. 573]. Mythological readings, moreover, are often as forced as allegorical
analyses. Third, if Song of Songs were a piece of myth and ritual from the fertility cult, it is difficult to
see how it was admitted to the canon [—especially since canonization appears to have taken place during
periods of righteous reform, when idolatrous hymns would have been rejected altogether, not just
‘cleaned up’]. Fourth…Song of Songs and the fertility cult hymnic material are simply not in the same
genre. Song of Songs is not a hymn. Incidental parallels between the love poetry of Song of Songs and the
sensual references in cultic texts are instructive in that both came from the ancient Near East, but they are
far from common material” (p. 362).
We would probably spend no time on this approach at all if not for the fact that a variant of it was
adopted by Professor Marvin Pope in his massive Anchor Bible commentary on the Song of Songs
(1977)—this being still acknowledged as the leading commentary on the Song available today. Pope sees
the lovers in the Song as Baal and his consort and then takes the further step of arguing that the song
concerns a pagan funerary feast. This he bases mainly on the statement that “love is as strong as death” in
Song 8:6. Yet this verse merely shows love as unyielding in its grasp on those in love. It has nothing to do
with pagan funerary concepts of reaffirming the power of sensual love through fertility ritual in the face
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of death. Moreover, there are no references to cultic rites anywhere in the Song. And, of course, Pope’s
theory suffers from the same weaknesses the other cultic interpretations do.
That being said, Pope’s commentary remains a valuable resource, for besides his own interpretations
of the Song he also covers an exceedingly broad spectrum of past and contemporary opinions. His
bibliography alone runs to 56 pages. And his entire commentary fills 743 pages! This should illustrate the
wide diversity of opinion on how to interpret and comprehend the Song of Songs.

9a. Determining the purpose of the book

July 9

As we have seen, many and varied are the difficulties in understanding the Song of Solomon as it
was meant to be understood. More confusion has surrounded it than perhaps any other book in the Bible.
Yet the Song is in the Bible for a reason, however hard that reason might be to discern. As the apostle
Paul writes, “All Scripture is given by inspiration of God, and is profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for
correction, for instruction in righteousness, that the man of God may be complete, thoroughly equipped
for every good work” (2 Timothy 3:16-17).
Yet how does the Song fulfill these functions? It does not even contain a clear mention of God
(except possibly in 8:6, as we will note shortly). The book of Esther does not directly mention God either,
but there at least His name is acrostically hidden in the text, whereas this is not the case in the Song of
Solomon. Moreover, there is at least a mention of the spiritual tool of fasting in Esther—and God’s
intervention can be seen through the remarkable circumstances that lead to the deliverance of the Jews. So
where is God to be found in the Song? Must we reinterpret the text along spiritual lines to give Him and
His righteous instruction a place within it? Or is the scriptural point of the book achieved through a
natural reading of the text? And if so, is there then room for a spiritual understanding? Just what is the
message of the book?

9b. ● A spiritualized meaning?

July 9 Cont’d

We have seen the pitfalls of the spiritualizing, allegorical approach to the Song. It is true that
Scripture elsewhere portrays as a marriage the relationship between Jesus Christ and Israel (i.e., between
the preincarnate Christ and Israel in the Old Testament and between Christ and spiritual Israel, His
Church, in the New Testament). Yet the Song itself gives no indication that it is to be read as an allegory,
and attempts to explain its many details as allegorical representations, being without interpretive rules, are
always subjective and tend toward unchecked imagination.
More reasonable in terms of spiritual interpretation is discerning general typological parallels
between the Song and the Christ-Church relationship—while still accepting a natural reading of the text.
Consider that after Paul’s discussion about husbands and wives relating properly to one another, he wrote,
“This is a great mystery, but I speak concerning Christ and the church” (Ephesians 5:32). Even here,
though, such spiritual parallelism is not indicated by evidence in the Song itself or by it being clearly
quoted elsewhere in Scripture in a typological sense. Yet the association of the Song with Passover and
the Days of Unleavened Bread, evident from it being the first of the Megilloth or festival scrolls, would
seem to encourage this view—as would the Song of the Vineyard in Isaiah 5 referring to God as the
Beloved and Israel as His vineyard, these figures having very possibly been adapted from the Song of
Solomon.
The focus of the Song on such a level, however, depends on how the text is understood on a literal
level. Those who see Solomon and his bride as the lovers in the Song, or an anonymous bride and groom
as a figurative royal couple, understand the Song to depict the Christ-Church relationship culminating in
the royal marriage of the divine King and Queen of the Kingdom of God. For those who believe in the
three-character shepherd hypothesis, the focus on the literal level is on the purity of monogamous love in
contrast to Solomon’s polygamous degradation as well as on the woman remaining faithful to her
shepherd husband in the face of Solomon’s worldly enticements—and on the spiritual level the focus is
understood to be that of the Church remaining faithful to her monogamous covenant and love with Christ
in this age despite the world’s or Satan’s temptations.
In either case, it should be noted that the supposed spiritual meaning is not new information—or
information unique to the Song. In fact, we do not know these possible explanations from the Song at all.
We are aware of them only because they are revealed elsewhere in Scripture. The same is usually true
when people press the analogies to discern further representative types in the details of the Song. The
meanings perceived are, for the most part, known from other books of the Bible. Some interpreters, of
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course, may attempt to gain novel insights from such exposition. But the results are highly questionable.
The only reliable conclusions are those found elsewhere in Scripture—and it remains uncertain whether
these are intended in the Song.
What, then, is the point of the Song? What is it supposed to teach us? Surely the best way to discern
this is to concentrate first on what the Song itself actually says in its proper setting—rather than read into
it an uncertain spiritualized interpretation as a primary emphasis. Exposition of the Song has for many
centuries been sidetracked, and even hijacked, by the notion, as Roland Murphy puts it, “that the Song
must have an intentional meaning beyond its literal sense. How, it is often asked, can we account for the
Song’s canonization unless we suppose that it had a spiritual significance from the outset? The question is
moot, in any case, but it is usually posed to urge that poetry concerned with human sexual love would be
unworthy of canonical status; this is a bias that must be challenged” (p. 92).
Indeed, as Lloyd Carr states, when through allegorical and typical terms “the Song becomes an
instrument to provide access into some deeper spiritual truth, not a means of exploring relationships on a
more personal, human level…implicitly or explicitly, this approach denigrates the very physical beings
we are by virtue of our creation” (pp. 50-51).

9c. ● Countering a low view of human sexuality—with the right view

July 9 Cont’d

As we earlier saw, the Neo-Platonic, Gnostic view of human nature as promulgated through Origen
and others—which looked on spiritual elements as good and matters of the flesh as intrinsically base and
evil—played a significant part in driving the early development of the allegorical interpretation of the
Song within the Christian tradition. Not only that, but the grip this philosophy imposed on Christendom
prevented contrary voices from ever being heard for the better part of two millennia.
Yet a disparaging view of sexuality did not begin with the early Catholic theologians but was
adopted from the ascetics of paganism. Within paganism all manner of twisted views of sexuality
abounded, from asceticism to hedonism, the latter in a religious sense being not so much a celebration of
sexuality as a demonstration of the higher, inner self remaining untainted by the filth of the baser instincts
of the flesh. There was also the mythologized view of sex as a cosmic, magical power of deities
regulating natural forces on earth. While that was a celebration of sex in a certain sense, it was born out of
an attempt to reconcile the mystery of a supposedly vile and shameful thing being a significant part of
human life. These conceptions of sex can all be traced back in some way to the sense of shame over the
human body that began when Adam and Eve sinned in the Garden of Eden—Satan, in assuring them of
immortality, having evidently explained this on the basis of a dualistic view of human nature, wherein the
higher self, an immortal soul, is imprisoned within a wicked, fleshly carcass. This lie has created untold
heartache in the world throughout human history.
In recent times, the Western world has emerged from centuries of asceticism and repression to
embrace sexuality. For some this has happily meant coming to view it as a precious blessing to be
enjoyed in the proper context of marriage. But for most, there has been a plunge into the opposite ditch of
sexual libertinism, wherein sex is thought of as something for anyone to experience with anyone else, as
long as there is mutual consent, for the mere pleasure of it. This is essentially a return to hedonism—not
in a religious sense to demonstrate the supposed inner soul remaining untainted, but for many nonetheless
based on the assumption that the inner soul is untainted if the flesh is plunged into depravity, this
assumption, again, having originated with Satan in Eden. And for those who have been corrupted into
seeing no depravity in extramarital sexual experimentation, the low view of sex is not as sin but as
common, having no need for a sacred bond. In either case, there is a religious sense to hedonistic pursuit
today in that it is part of a search for meaning in life and constitutes servitude to pleasure as an idol—
living for sex, as it were, many considering life without it to be not worth living.
The Bible speaks to both of these errant concepts—the idea on one hand that sex is a lowly,
grotesque evil that must be purged from human experience and desire so as to attain to godly purity and
the idea on the other hand that sex is a common thing to be indulged in freely with no restraints beyond
consensuality as being just fine and even the liberating path to happiness. Most of what we see in
Scripture on the subject of sex is to counter the latter notion. The Bible imposes strict regulations on
sexual conduct in numerous laws and gives many examples and warnings about the dangers of flaunting
these. Yet the Bible also counters the low view of sexuality as evil by giving some positive statements
about sex within the proper context of marriage.
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In Genesis 1, God created Adam and Eve as male and female (verses 26-27) and told them to “be
fruitful and multiply” (verse 28)—obviously through sexual reproduction—declaring it along with the
rest of His creation as “very good” (verse 31). In Genesis 2:23-25 we see the beginning of marriage and
the command to become “one flesh”—which, as the New Testament clearly shows, includes sexual union
(see 1 Corinthians 6:16)—as well as the statement that the first man and wife were not ashamed of being
naked together. Of course, these are rather general encouragements to marital intimacy.
What about more specific positive expressions of sexuality within marriage? Genesis 26:8 describes
Isaac “showing endearment to Rebekah his wife”—“sporting” here in the KJV apparently referring to
love play (the NKJV margin has “caressing”). But this is not stated as any kind of practical exhortation on
marital love. Leaning a bit more to that point is Proverbs 5:15-20, which gives instructions on the proper
context for sex: “Drink water from your own cistern, and running water from your own well. Should your
fountains be dispersed abroad, streams of water in the streets? Let them be only your own, and not for
strangers with you. Let your fountain be blessed, and rejoice with the wife of your youth. As a loving deer
and a graceful doe, let her breasts satisfy you at all times; and always be enraptured with her love. For
why should you, my son, be enraptured by an immoral woman, and be embraced in the arms of a
seductress?” This is a warning against promiscuity, but within it is a positive, albeit brief, frank
encouragement to sexual enjoyment in marriage. The apostle Paul encouraged husbands and wives to not
deprive one another of marital affection as they live in mutual possession of each other (see 1 Corinthians
7:2-5).
Yet there is not much else besides on the positive side—unless, that is, we turn to the Song of Songs.
And there we surprisingly find an entire book of the Bible filled with deeply romantic and erotic dialogue
celebrating the joys of marital intimacy. Rather than explain over the fact of the Song’s sexual focus, as
interpreters did for long, dreary centuries, we should realize what ought to have been obvious all along—
that the Song’s celebratory focus on love, romance and marital sexuality, which constitute its clear and
stated subject matter, is the very reason for its place within the canon of Scripture.
The Bible Knowledge Commentary notes in its introduction to the Song: “The purpose of the book is
to extol human love and marriage. Though at first this seems strange, on reflection it is not surprising for
God to have included in the biblical canon a book endorsing the beauty and purity of marital love. God
created man and woman (Gen. 1:27; 2:20-23) and established and sanctioned marriage (Gen. 2:24). Since
the world views sex so sordidly and perverts and exploits it so persistently and since so many marriages
are crumbling because of lack of love, commitment, and devotion, it is advantageous to have a book in
the Bible that gives God’s endorsement of marital love as wholesome and pure.”
Recall again 2 Timothy 3:16-17, which explains that all Scripture is “profitable for doctrine, for
reproof, for correction, for instruction in righteousness, that the man of God may be complete, thoroughly
equipped for every good work” (2 Timothy 3:16-17). The Song provides a thorough equipping to be
complete in the sphere of marital love—an otherwise missing element.
“Indeed,” says The New International Commentary, “as human love poetry, the Song plays a crucial
role in the Bible as a whole. In answer to the question, ‘What is a book like the Song of Songs doing in
the canon?’ we respond by asking the reader to imagine a Bible without the Song. Without the Song, the
Church and synagogue would be left with spare and virtually exclusively negative words about an
important aspect of our lives. Sexuality is a major aspect of the human experience, and God in his
wisdom has spoken through…the Song to encourage us as well as warn us about its power in our lives.
God is interested in us as whole people. We are not souls encased in a husk of flesh. The Song celebrates
the joys of physical touch, the exhilaration of exotic scents, the sweet sound of an intimate voice, the taste
of another’s body. Furthermore, the book explores human emotion—the thrill and power of love as well
as its often attendant pain. The Song affirms human love, intimate relationship, sensuality, and sexuality”
(p. 59).
In fact, there is good reason to understand the Song as a special vehicle for divine instruction about
these matters.

10a. ● The Song as didactic wisdom literature

July 10

The verses cited above from Proverbs 5 are important for us in considering the scriptural purpose of
the Song of Solomon, for they use some of the same imagery the Song does. And the book of Proverbs is
also stated to be the work of King Solomon (1:1). Scholars appropriately classify Proverbs as wisdom
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literature along with Job, Ecclesiastes and a few of the Psalms—all these, it should be observed, being
within the Writings division of the Old Testament. Wisdom literature is meant to be didactic—teaching.
Indeed Proverbs, with its many instructive principles, is the epitome of wisdom literature—compiled by
Solomon, the great patron of wisdom. And many have suggested that the Song of Solomon should also
fall into this category.
The New American Commentary states: “The Song of Songs does not teach or explore wisdom after
the fashion of Proverbs and Ecclesiastes but celebrates human love. On the other hand, it has affinities to
wisdom literature that should not be overlooked. The very ascription to Solomon is…strong indication
that it belongs to wisdom…. Other wisdom material uses sexual language (Prov 7:6ff.; 9:1ff.). The
Israelites also made a closer connection between singers of songs and ‘wisdom’ than modern Occidentals
[i.e., Westerners] do [e.g., Jeremiah 9:16 calling professional singers of dirges ‘wise women’].
“Most important, the function and purpose of wisdom literature must be related to the Song of
Songs. Wisdom in the Bible is meant to teach the reader how to live in the world. For this reason politics,
personal morality, economics, social behavior, and many other areas of life all come under its teaching.
And certainly courtship, sensual love, and marriage cannot be excluded since these areas are among the
most basic universals of human experience. The Song of Songs celebrates love, but it also teaches love; in
this respect it must be counted as wisdom literature. Nevertheless, among the books of biblical wisdom, it
is in a class by itself” (pp. 366-367).
The New International Commentary notes in this regard: “Wisdom is the application of God’s will to
the nitty-gritty of life…. By describing a love that is intense, exclusive, and faithful in spite of obstacles,
the Song indirectly but passionately reveals God’s will for that special relationship between a man and a
woman…. J.M. Munro [in Spikenard and Saffron: A Study in the Poetic Language of the Song of Songs,
1995, pp. 146-147] may be on the right track when she notices a wisdom connection in the relationship
between the young woman and the chorus, composed of other young women, whom she is instructing in
the ways of love” (p. 49). This refers to the woman repeatedly charging the “daughters of Jerusalem” with
what appears to be a directive to not stir up love until the time is acceptable (see 2:7; 3:5; 8:4). Though
the meaning is disputed, one such as this could well be intended as a message to young women in the
audience—as is probably the case. The Nelson Study Bible comments: “While the Book of Proverbs
frequently exhorts young men to live in sexual purity (see Prov. 7), the Song of Solomon frequently
addresses its warnings to young women” (note on 2:7).
As wisdom literature, “it has been suggested that just as Job explores the riddle of suffering, and
Ecclesiastes the riddle of existence, so the Song explores the riddle of love” (Gledhill, p. 35). In fact,
some have considered the Song an explication, as it were, of the thought expressed in Proverbs 30:18-19,
the last item there obviously being the focus: “There are three things that are too amazing for me, four
that I do not understand: the way of an eagle in the sky, the way of a snake on a rock, the way of a ship on
the high seas, and the way of a man with a maiden” (NIV). Human love is very mysterious—and the Song
seems to reflect that mystery.
Further evidence of the instructive nature of the Song as well as its mystery comes in 8:6-7, the
beginning of which we touched on earlier. Here, in a high point of the Song, rather than just elements of a
story or mere mutual praise of the lovers we are given an abstract point about love in general that seems
also to be communicated to the audience: “For love is as strong as death, its jealousy unyielding as the
grave. It burns like a blazing fire, like a mighty flame. Many waters cannot quench love; nor can the
floods drown it. If a man would give for love all the wealth of his house, it [or he] would be utterly
scorned” (compare NIV, NKJV).
There’s a lot in these verses. First a note about the word “love” here. It is translated from ’ahaba (or
’ahava), the main word for love in Hebrew. Occurring in its different forms 17 times in the Song, this
word is used in Scripture to denote all varieties of love, including sexual desire, family affection, close
loyal friendship, altruistic, outgoing concern, and committed devotion, such as that rendered to God or to
a spouse—just as our English word love can convey all these things. In the Song we find all the various
types of love. Although there is a big focus on sexual love in the Song, this is not in isolation from the
other types.
The love in verses 6-7 is probably multifaceted, including the attraction, emotion and commitment
that bind two people together in a mutual, exclusive relationship. The force of this love, true love, is very
powerful—as unrelenting as death, the lovers holding as fiercely, jealously to one another as the grave
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holds on to the dead. And this love is compared to a blazing fire that cannot be put out by floods of
waters. True love, we are told, cannot be bought. But from where does such love arise? It could be
described as the way of things. Yet who is responsible for that? Here we may be getting at the roots of the
mystery.

10b. ● Presenting love as “the very flame of the LORD”

July 10 Cont’d

As has been stated, there are no unambiguous references to God in the Song of Songs. Yet this
constitutes more than mere absence. For it appears that a deliberate, conscious effort was made to avoid
mentioning Him. Consider the oath formula in the charge to the daughters of Jerusalem in 2:7 and 3:5.
They are adjured not by God, as is the common conception in oath formulas, but “by the gazelles or by
the does of the field.” We will give further consideration to this when we come to these verses in our
reading of the Song, but it should be pointed out here that some see in the Hebrew phrase from which
these words are translated one that sounds similar to the use of divine names, indicating intent.
Another place where interpreters have seen the presence of God in the Song is in the climactic point
of consummation in 4:16–5:1. It ends in 5:1b with someone, probably the chorus, saying to the lovers in
their lovemaking (as they seem to be the addressees here despite other arguments), “Eat, O friends! Drink,
yes, drink deeply, O beloved ones!” The idea is that the only person who would be a witness to their
private intimacy is God. Yet there could be an argument for affirmation by the wedding guests outside.
Still, at this climax of the Song, the encouragement, even if coming from others, at least seems a divine
approval.
Back, then, to 8:6-7. The phrase describing the flames of love at the end of verse 6—“a mighty
flame” (NIV) or “a most vehement flame” (NKJV)—is by some translated as “the very flame of the
LORD” (NASB). Yet the wording here is unclear. The Hebrew used is shalhebetyah. Some would take the
yah at the end (yh in consonantal form) as a separate word, in which case the rendering would be “flame
of YAH”—YAH being the shortened form of divine name YHWH. Yet it appears that yh can also be
applied to words as a more general intensifying suffix. “E.g. Je. 2:31, ‘great darkness’ (‘gloom of Yah’);
Ps. 118:5, AV, ‘a wide place’ (‘wideness of Yah’); Jon. 3:3, ‘a very important city’ (‘Great with respect
to God’); Ps. 80:11, ‘mighty cedars’ (‘Cedars of God’)” (Gledhill, p. 233 footnote). And even if YAH here
does mean God, the term flame of God could simply signify lightning, as a fire from the sky, as is
comparable to other passages.
Yet it seems more than a coincidence that in this high, abstract point of the Song, in the very place
we would expect a mention of God if there is going to be one, a term is introduced that may well refer to
Him, at least indirectly. This may reflect more of the intentional ambiguity of the Song—hinting at the
presence of God but not saying so directly. Moreover, there is no doubt about who is ultimately
responsible for the love between man and woman. This mighty flame truly is from His hand—the hand of
the Creator God. Indeed, God is the real Author here—not merely of the Song through inspiration, but of
the very subject matter of the Song through creation.
In this regard we should consider the background of the natural world in the Song—as it is all from
the hand of God. Love is to be appreciated and enjoyed as part of His creation. As Murphy notes, the
Song, in line with the culture it was composed in, “paid homage to God’s design of creation: It
acknowledged that human beings, as male and female, were expected to participate joyfully in the
ordained sacral order of life. Hence the intensely heightened awareness of nature’s delights, so abundant
in the Song’s metaphorical portraits of the two lovers and their love-making, should not be described as
indicative of merely ‘naturalistic,’ ‘secular,’ or ‘profane’ interests. Ancient Israel perceived the wonders
of human sexuality, fulfilled in marital love, to be a divine blessing” (pp. 98-99).
Commenting on the important role of nature, the created realm, in describing the love in the Song,
Murphy further states: “Every sense is involved, indeed highlighted, in this rapturous portrait of love’s
delights…. The intensely sensual fascination of the lovers with each other finds poetic expression through
the use of natural imagery: colors, perfumes and spices, flowers and fruits, fields, budding vineyards, and
luxuriant gardens. Yet the experience of love not only draws upon the textures of nature for its metaphors,
it opens the eyes of the lovers themselves to the beauty of the world around them—to its varied terrain
and places of human abode (1:5, 16-17; 2:8; 3:6; 4:8; 6:4, 11; 8:5), to its seasons and the natural forces of
wind and water that shape it (2:11; 4:15-16), and to other animate creatures that inhabit it with them (2:7-
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8; 4:1-2, 8; 8:14). In passion’s true embrace the world is not recreated but reexperienced with heightened
senses” (pp. 102-103).
In this light, we should understand the instructive nature of the Song to be not one of listing
principles or moralizing, but of creating an impression on the mind through beautiful imagery.

11a. ● An evocative, entertaining tutorial in love

July 11

Though some books on practically applying the Song to courtship and marriage can be helpful (see
the bibliography), The New International Commentary properly notes: “In much recent writing, the Song
has been correctly understood as love poetry but incorrectly used in order to promote specific dating or
sexual practices. It is important to remember that the Song is not a dating guide or a sex manual. It is not a
‘how-to’ book, but rather poetry intent on evoking a mood more than making mandates to the reader
concerning specific types of behavior. Nonetheless, the Song’s passionate and intimate descriptions of
sensual touch may serve the purpose of freeing married couples to experiment and experience a physical
relationship they wrongly thought proscribed by their Christian commitment” (p. 60).
The evocative nature of the Song is in some ways like that of watching a good romance movie.
Frankly, such a movie wouldn’t be very good if all it did was quote maxims and principles about how to
love. It would certainly have poor entertainment value—but consider that it would also have poor
educational value in teaching the principles of love. For there would be no feelings engendered and no
illustration through dialogue of how love is supposed to operate—how those in love are to interact.
Like a great romantic movie or play or love song of modern times, the Song of Songs is in a certain
sense entertainment. Dr. Fox gives such an assessment: “To call the Song ‘entertainment’ is not to
trivialize it. Great music has been composed and great literature written to serve no social or religious
function other than entertaining audiences. It is possible to entertain people by arousing finely nuanced
and complex emotions, engaging their intellects, conveying new insights, and promulgating significant
ideas [—all of which are present in the Song]. Still, we should not exaggerate the gravity of the Song’s
aims. It is full of fun, erotic allusions, sensual word-paintings of the lovers and their worlds, and heartwarming sentiments. It diverts the mind from everyday cares by inviting the audience to share the fresh,
sensuous world of the young lovers and their erotic adventures” (p. 247).
He has a point here. While there is certainly instructive value in the Song, the more we press the
point of its instructional nature, the less we experience its intended enjoyment. Those who would stress
the Song as a deep theological treatise—whether on human or divine love—are really missing the boat.
For consider your own marriage if you are married or have been—or what you want married life to be if
you are still single. Can you imagine romance and lovemaking to be some solemn, weighty endeavor?
That is not the goal by any means. And if it becomes that, you will never experience romance.
Certainly the Song has instructive messages for us—but one of the main ones is to impress upon us
that marital love and sexual relations are good and wholesome and intense and, yes, enjoyable. Is it right
in studying the Bible that you could be entertained? Think on this: Is it right in the sacred duty of love to
your spouse that you could derive enjoyment? These factors go hand in hand. That is why we must be
careful, as Fox properly notes, to not exaggerate the gravity of the Song’s aims. It has been placed in
Scripture to make us feel good about sex in a marital context—countering Satan’s attempts to make us
feel dirty about it.
On the other hand, the point is not to merely be entertained by reading of amatory encounters. The
marital context is important, as is the emotional side of sexuality. Murphy points out: “What this poetry
celebrates is not eroticism for its own sake, and certainly not ribaldry or promiscuous sex, but rather the
desires of an individual woman and man to enjoy the bond of mutual possession (2:16; 6:3; 7:10…). It is
all the more striking, therefore, that even when nuptial motifs come into view (3:11; 4:8–5:1) no reference
is made to the important familial ‘business’ of Israelite marriage—contractual arrangements, dowries,
child-bearing, inheritance, and the like. The poetry allows us to suppose that these are matters for others
to attend to and on other occasions. For the moment we, as audience, are invited by the poet to appreciate
the qualities of tenderness, joy, sensual intimacy, reciprocal longing and mutual esteem, all of which are
socially desirable and beautifully mysterious dimensions of human sexual love” (pp. 97-98).
There is, of course, a focus on physical pleasure within the relationship but not exclusively. And this
is handled in rather delicate, picturesque language. As Murphy observes: “Although the poetry is
explicitly erotic in its appreciation of sexual love, it never becomes prurient or pornographic. What the
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poet depicts for us so vividly are the emotions of love, not clinical acts of love-making” (p. 102). Often
points of sensuality are conveyed through “shades of meaning that attach to certain words or actions. This
may be termed double entendre in the best sense of the term. The language of love is precisely that by its
very nature. But it is important to preserve the double entendre, and not destroy it by a clinical translation
or paraphrase” (p. 102 footnote). This is a wise prescription.
The main focus of the book is not so much on sexual acts as it is on romance. Indeed, this is what
people need to be taught. For once the goodness of marital sex is established, as it needs to be and is in
the Song, jumping into sexual acts is all too easy. Commitment and romance, though, don’t come as
naturally. In presenting some lessons and concepts that may be derived from the book, The New American
Commentary says this first: “Song of Songs is not stark eroticism but is indeed a highly romantic book.
The point is so obvious from the imagery and language of the book that it might be thought hardly worth
mentioning, but it is often ignored. Note that the lovers speak to and of each other frequently and in great
detail. They relish their pleasure in each other not only with physical action but with carefully composed
words. Love is, above all, a matter of the mind and heart and should be declared. The lesson for the reader
is that he or she needs to speak often and openly of his or her joy in the beloved, the spouse. This is, for
many lovers, a far more embarrassing revelation of the self than anything that is done with the body. But
it is precisely here that the biblical ideal of love is present—in the uniting of the bodies and hearts of the
husband and wife in a bond that is as strong as death. Many homes would be happier if men and women
would simply speak of their love for one another a little more often” (p. 379). This is certainly valid,
although we should remember that the Song is poetry, which in itself demands carefully composed words.
Still, a little poetry in love never hurts!
Another point to take away from the Song is that of monogamous marriage as the only acceptable
context for sex. We earlier noted reasons to understand the couple in the Song as being married in at least
the passages concerning sexual intimacy—such as the mentions of “spouse” or “bride” in chapter 4. The
New American Commentary here adds: “It is hard to imagine anything more likely to blemish the
romantic yearnings of the lovers for each other than the notion that they may have an ‘open relationship.’
‘I belong to my lover and his desire is for me’ (7:10) [or ‘I am my beloved’s, and my beloved is mine’
(6:3), as was noted earlier], if it means anything at all, means that the two belong to each other
exclusively. More than that, as demonstrated previously, there is adequate evidence to assert that the
theme of the Song is the love felt between a man and a woman as they approach and experience their
wedding. The ideal of marriage, exclusive love, is everywhere present. [As was also noted previously,
exclusivity would seem to rule out a polygamous setting for the Song.] In the same way, the text speaks
against other forms of sexual behavior (homosexuality, etc.) not by decree but by example. The Song of
Songs portrays how the sexual longings of man and woman ought to be fulfilled” (p. 379).
The Song, then, teaches the beauty, excitement and delight in exclusive, monogamous, heterosexual
love—as God intended. In the words of Roland Murphy: “Human sexual fulfillment, fervently sought and
consummated in reciprocal love between woman and man: Yes, that is what the Song of Songs is about,
in its literal sense and theologically relevant meaning. We may rejoice that Scripture includes such an
explicit view among its varied witnesses to divine providence” (p. 103).

11b. ● Illuminating the relationship ideal—both human and divine
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“But,” Murphy then asks, as we should too, “does the marvelous theological insight that the Song
opens up have broader significance?… Having reappropriated the literal meaning [after centuries of
wildly errant allegorical imaginings], can we still give any credence to those who have heard the poetry
speak eloquently…of divine-human covenant as well as male-female sexual partnership, of spiritual as
well as physical rapture?…. [For in] scriptural expression is the recognition that human love and divine
love mirror each other” (pp. 103-104).
Indeed, even if we reject the Song as being an allegory or extensive typological representation of the
relationship between Jesus Christ and the Church, that still does not rule out some typology and
application of the Song to Christ and the Church. After all, human marriage is but a type of that higher
marriage. So if we have a Song in Scripture that applies to ideal human marriage, it is natural to assume
that it would apply—in at least some respects—to the perfect divine marriage relationship and the
spiritual courtship and betrothal leading up to it. And such application would not be mere coincidence, but
part of God’s overall intent to begin with.
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Lloyd Carr quotes Reformed theologian John Murray, who stated this thought well: “I cannot now
endorse the allegorical interpretation of the Song of Solomon. I think the vagaries of interpretation given
in terms of the allegorical principle indicate that there are no well-defined hermeneutical canons [i.e.,
interpretive rules] to guide us in determining the precise meaning and application if we adopt the
allegorical view. However, I also think that in terms of the biblical analogy the Song could be used to
illustrate the relation of Christ to His church. The marriage bond is used in Scripture as a pattern of Christ
and the church. If the Song portrays marital love and relationship on the highest levels of exercise and
devotion, then surely it may be used to exemplify what is transcendently true in the bond that exists
between Christ and the church. One would have to avoid a great deal of the arbitrary and indeed fanciful
interpretations to which the allegorical view leads and which it would demand” (pp. 23-24, from The
Monthly Record of the Free Church of Scotland, March 1983, p. 52).
Gledhill concurs while raising a caution noted earlier: “There is…considerable biblical evidence to
show that the human marriage relationship can be used as a vehicle to illustrate spiritual realities.
Although no New Testament writer quotes or uses the Song of Songs in this way, many commentators
have felt that they have sufficient biblical precedent to pursue a spiritual interpretation. It is argued with
some justification that reflection on human love and intimacy leads inevitably to reflection on the ways of
God with humankind. Thus various commentators have seen in the relationship of the two lovers in the
Song an illustration of the relationship between God and Israel, or between Christ and the church, or
between God and the individual believer. The many differing behaviour patterns of the lovers have been
used as illustrations of the spiritual walk of the believer: the desire for and the consolations of intimacy,
the articulation of praise, the pain of absence, the clouding of fellowship, the restoration of communion
and so on. But we must be rather careful in our use of such analogies. For the believer’s relationship with
Christ is never at an erotic level. The language used may be that of love, but it must be remembered that
whilst God is eternal spirit, we are earthly bodily creatures. To speak of rapture and consummation and so
on uses the vocabulary of love, but the metaphysical relationship between the believer and Christ is at an
entirely different level from that between two lovers. To confuse the two types of relationship can lead to
heretical notions and spiritual disaster” (p. 33).
There do indeed seem to be parallels between the relationship development in the Song and that of
Christ and the Church—in the wooing, the romance, the longing, the tenderness, the commitment, the
anxiety, the wedding, even the sublime joy of intimacy and consummation in a general sense. Paul, as we
saw earlier, even compared becoming one flesh in sexual union to becoming one spirit with the Lord (1
Corinthians 6:16-17). Again, however, we must not press the analogy too far in eroticizing the ChristChurch relationship, for that is not the point here. Yet it would certainly help all of us in our walk with
Christ to think of our relationship with Him as an intimate “romance” of sorts. Consider all the musing,
daydreaming, thoughtfulness, caring, time together and incessant communicating that is involved in
human romance. How much more ought these things to be involved in the higher romance?
As we understand human courtship and the marriage relationship to typify our relationship with
Christ, so the Song of Songs, which celebrates marital love, can contribute in some respects to how we
live out our affectionate spiritual romance with Him. In this regard, perhaps one lesson of the intimacy in
the Song is that we need to be very receptive, yielding, and responsive to Jesus Christ’s wooing,
initiatives, influence and leadership as He comes into our hearts and minds through the Holy Spirit.
Another lesson would be, as Gledhill pointed out, to articulate praise—to say great things about Jesus
Christ, both in prayer as we speak to Him (along with the Father) and as we speak to others about Him.
None of this is to say that such a use for the Song was Solomon’s (or another human author’s) intent
at all. Yet this is God’s intent with any good marriage—so it would seem to be with this story of one in
His Bible as well (perhaps even particularly).
The New International Commentary sums up this issue well: “Earlier we criticized an allegorical
approach to the Song that read a theological meaning onto the surface of the book, and in its place we
argued support for the idea that the Song is…[intended to] celebrate and caution concerning human love.
However, we now come full circle in order to affirm the legitimacy of a theological reading of the book.
Read within the context of the canon, the Song has a clear and obvious relevance to the divine-human
relationship. After all, throughout the Bible God’s relationship to humankind is likened to a marriage….
The allegorical approach was not wrong in insisting that we read the Song as relevant to our relationship
to God. The more we understand about marriage, the more we understand about our relationship with
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God. More than any other human relationship marriage reflects the divine-human relationship…. The
allegorical approach erred in two ways, however. First, allegorists suppressed the human love dimension
of the Song, and, second, they pressed the details in arbitrary ways in order to elicit specific theological
meaning from the text…. As with any metaphor, the reader must observe a proper reticence in terms of
pressing the analogy. Nonetheless, from the Song we learn about the emotional intensity, intimacy, and
exclusivity of our relationship with the God of the universe” (pp. 67, 70).
Still, as valuable and helpful as this aspect of understanding the Song is, we must not concentrate on
it so much that we lose sight of the Song’s obvious intent to glorify physical, human love and marriage.
Gledhill properly states regarding his own commentary: “In this exposition, the main emphasis is on the
natural interpretation of the Song as a warm, positive celebration of human love and sexuality in the
context of marriage. I do not pretend that this exhausts the meaning of the Song, but I do maintain that
this is its primary emphasis” (p. 33). And indeed, this should also be our focus.
Glickman sets up the book well: “The lovers of the Song help us see not just what our partners
should be like, but what our relationships should feel like: the role of emotion, longing, and sexual
attraction; the foundation of friendship, respect, and commitment; the experience of intimacy, certainty,
and forgiveness. The lovers put flesh and blood on these words in their unforgettable romance. Love
broke through, and the artist captured it! Whether viewed simply as great art or great art that rises to the
level of sacred art, the Song of Solomon is a love song for all time. It can touch our hearts, awaken our
deepest longings, and provide ideals to guide us. Ideals like the stars in the sky, by which we, like
mariners of the sea, may set our course” (p. 14).
With all this as background, we are now better prepared to read through this most remarkable and
mysterious book of Scripture, the Song of Songs. You will observe that our comments on the reading
sections of the book, though a bit long in themselves in some parts, are relatively short compared to our
lengthy introduction. Yet it is best that we have sufficiently examined the important interpretive issues up
front, instead of getting bogged down with them in going through the Song. Before getting into the book,
we first offer some resource recommendations to those interested in further individual study.

11c. Selected bibliography for further study
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In neither this lengthy introduction nor our section-by-section commentary on the Song of Solomon
do we even come close to exhausting the gamut of suggested explanations for understanding the book—
either in its overall sense or in its individual verses. Some readers will undoubtedly wish to pursue further
study of the Song—to better understand it themselves and to see how others have fared in grappling with
its difficulties. The following list of helpful resources is given with that in mind. An asterisk precedes
those most recommended. These items, even the few that are now out of print (as noted), can be found
through a library, bookstore or online search. A few can be read online. Listing these resources is not
meant as an endorsement of their conclusions. As always, any conclusions must be tested with sound
reason and the whole of Scripture. And please be wary of accepting dogmatic pronouncements when
matters are not as clear as the interpreter urges.
Extensive overview resources
*Pope, Marvin H. Song of Songs: A New Translation With Introduction and Commentary. THE ANCHOR
BIBLE, Vol. 7C. Doubleday, 1977. (Considered the leading commentary on the Song.)
*Tanner, J. Paul. “The History of Interpretation of the Song of Songs.” Bibliotheca Sacra 154 (1997): 2346. May also be read online: <http://www.biblicalstudies.org.uk/article_song1_tanner.html>.
Advocates of the Song as the story of Solomon and his bride
*Clarke, Adam. “Canticles, or Song of Solomon.” Clarke’s Commentary: Vol. 2: Job to Malachi.
Abingdon, 1977 (1825, 1851). (Out of print. Has a valuable introduction and appendices containing
the Jewish Targum to the Song and a similar song from India. One-volume abridgment in print gives
less detail, especially in the introduction, and has no appendices) Text notes (not introduction and
appendices) may be read online: <http://www.godrules.net/library/clarke/clarkeson1.htm>.
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Deere, Jack S. “Song of Songs.” John F. Walvoord and Roy B. Zuck, eds. The Bible Knowledge
Commentary: An Exposition of the Scriptures by Dallas Seminary Faculty: Old Testament. Scripture
Press, 1985.
*Delitzsch, Franz. Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Song of Songs. Keil and Delitzsch. COMMENTARY ON THE OLD
TESTAMENT, Vol. 6. Translated by M.G. Easton. Hendrickson Publishers, 2006 (1885). (Appendix
contains J.G. Wetzstein’s observations of Syrian Arab wedding traditions.) Text notes (not
introduction and appendix) may be read online: <http://www.godrules.net/library/delitzsch/
26delitzsch_f2.htm>.
Dillow, Joseph C. Solomon on Sex. Nelson, 1977. (Out of print. Attempts to apply the Song practically to
courtship and marriage.)
Fruchtenbaum, Arnold G. Biblical Lovemaking: A Study of the Song of Solomon. Ariel Ministries Press,
1983. (At arielc.org. Attempts to apply the Song practically to courtship and marriage.)
*Glickman, Craig. A Song for Lovers. InterVarsity Press, 1976. (Out of print. Discusses interpretive
approaches and application to the Christ-Church relationship more than the author’s current work,
listed next.)
*Glickman, Craig. Solomon’s Song of Love: Let the Song of Songs Inspire Your Own Romantic Story.
Howard Publishing, 2004. (The result of decades of research beyond the author’s earlier publication,
listed previously. The appendices, containing his translation, translation notes and diagrams of the
Song’s symmetry, are especially helpful.)
*Hocking, David and Carole. Romantic Lovers: The Intimate Marriage. Harvest House, 1986. (At
davidhocking.org. Attempts to apply the Song practically to courtship and marriage—and succeeds
better than most.) An outline of the book may be downloaded: <www.eldrbarry.net/marriage/class/
rl00.pdf>.
Kinlaw, Dennis F. “Song of Songs.” Frank E. Gaebelein, ed. The Expositor’s Bible Commentary: Volume
5: Psalms, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Song of Songs. Zondervan, 1990.
Nelson, Tommy. The Book of Romance: What Solomon Says About Love, Sex, and Intimacy. Nelson,
1998. (Also a video series. Attempts to apply the Song practically to courtship and marriage.)
Tanner, J. Paul. “The Message of the Song of Songs.” Bibliotheca Sacra 154 (1997): 142-161. May also
be read online: <http://www.biblicalstudies.org.uk/pdf/song_tanner.pdf>.
Wheeler, John. The Song of Songs Revealed: The Message of the Bible’s Greatest Song. King David’s
Harp, Inc., 1990. Online publication: <http://www.rakkav.com/song/pages/table.htm>. (Bases
exposition in part on proposed musical notation marks in the Hebrew biblical text as interpreted by
Suzanne Haïk-Vantoura, author of The Music of the Bible Revealed.)
Advocates of the shepherd hypothesis
*The Amplified Old Testament Part Two: Job to Malachi (Unabridged). THE AMPLIFIED BIBLE , Vol. 2.
Zondervan, 1962. (Out of print. See annotations on the Song of Solomon. The abridgment in print
gives less detailed annotations.)
Balchin, John A. “The Song of Solomon.” D. Guthrie and J.A. Motyer, eds. The New Bible Commentary:
Revised, 3rd ed. Eerdmans, 1970. (Out of print, but a new revision is in print.)
Bullinger, Ethelbert W. The Companion Bible. Kregel Publications, 1990 (1909). (See the introductory
and marginal notes on the Song of Solomon.)
Bullock, C. Hassell. An Introduction to the Old Testament Poetic Books: Revised and Expanded. Moody
Press, 1988.
Burton, James, and Thelma B. Coffman. Ecclesiastes, Song of Solomon, Lamentations. THE BELIEVER’S
COMMENTARY, Wisdom Literature Vol. 3. ACU (Abilene Christian University) Press, 1993. Text
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notes (not introduction) may be read online: <http://www.studylight.org/com/bcc/view.cgi?
book=so>. (Also referred to as Coffman’s Commentaries.)
Advocates of Solomon and the Shulamite as generic terms for husband and wife
*Carr, G. Lloyd. The Song of Solomon: An Introduction and Commentary. THE TYNDALE OLD
TESTAMENT COMMENTARIES, No. 17. Inter-Varsity Press, 1984. (Helpful resource on vocabulary.)
*Garrett, Duane A. Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Song of Songs. THE NEW AMERICAN COMMENTARY, Vol. 14.
Broadman Press, 1993.
*Gledhill, Tom. The Message of the Song of Songs: The Lyrics of Love. THE BIBLE SPEAKS TODAY. InterVarsity Press, 1994.
*Longman, Tremper, III. Song of Songs. THE NEW INTERNATIONAL COMMENTARY ON THE OLD
TESTAMENT. Eerdmans, 2001.
*Murphy, Roland E. The Song of Songs: A Commentary on the Book of Canticles or The Song of Songs.
HERMENEIA—A CRITICAL AND HISTORICAL COMMENTARY ON THE BIBLE . Fortress Press, 1990.
Advocates of more general love poetry
*Bloch, Ariel and Chana. The Song of Songs: A New Translation With an Introduction and Commentary.
University of California Press, 1995.
*Fox, Michael V. The Song of Songs and the Ancient Egyptian Love Songs. University of Wisconsin
Press, 1985.
*Keel, Othmar. The Song of Songs: A Continental Commentary. CONTINENTAL COMMENTARIES .
Translated by Frederick. J. Gaiser. Fortress Press, 1994 (1986).
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